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ABSTRACT

In this study an attempt \,úas made to investogate a number of

variables which infl-uence the decision to visit a doctor when a family

member experienced symptoms of ilIness. The basic independent variable

\^/as possession of health insurance, although a number of other factors

that are likely. to influence the decision to utilize professional-

medical services were also examined.

Utilization of professional medical services was measured by div-

iding the total number of reported symptoms in a family into the number

of tímes members of the family with s1'rnptoms went to consult the doctor.

Attitudes toward doctors and d.enÈists and attitudes toward work \^iere

measured by Guttman type scales.

The sample consisted of 305 families. These were drawn from metro-

politan lVinnipeg and A1tona, a small communíty 85 miles from lVinnipeg.

The respondents \^7ere personally interviewed.

Although health insurance was found to be positively related to the

use of professional medical services, this relationship seems to disappear

controlling for income and age of the family head. The data showed that

these variables seem to be more ímportant in the individuat deciding to

uLilize med.ical- services

Possession of heal-th insurance \^7as found to be posítively related

to having a regular family doctor. On the other hand, having health
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insurance was not found to be significantly related. to reported physical

and dental check-ups. However, a majority of subscribers as well as non-

subscribers \^Iere found to obtain physical and dental check-ups at Least

once a year. Amount of health informatíon was not found to be positively

refated to utilization of professional medical services. fhe data showed

that families with higher educated heads visited the doctor more often than

those with lower educated heads. The differences htere, however, small and

statistically insigníficant.

Although the relationship between utifization of professional medícal

services and attitudes toward doctors and dentists turned out to be stat-

istically insignificant, the findings vúere in the predicted direction.

Families with favorable attitudes toward doctors and denÈists showed a

higher tendency to utilize their services than those without such attitudes.

Relationship between occupation of the famífy head and utilization of

professional medica1 services also approached significance. The findings

showed that higher percentages of professíonals, white collar and skilled

workers initíated medical care than unskilled workers. The data also

showed that income and occupation were positively related to having a

regular family doctor. All other relationships turned out to be insig-

nificant. No variabl-e was found to be a relevant factor in determiníng

physical check-ups in our sample. However, incomer âge, amount of health

information, education, and occupation of the famíly head were found to be

positively related to dental check-ups. In alf of these cases the majoríty

of fanúl-ies obtained tl.e servíces at least once a year.

::,i
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CHAPTER T: TFIE PROBLEM

Increasíngly, indivi-duals and famifiesìfind it necessary to

budget theÍr medícal- care expenditures, paying them at regular "

inteivafs whife'they are well, rather than incurring large bills

payable at a time of illness. As a result, health insurance in

its vaÈiousiforins is:a subject of wide interest in most countries,

including Canada, at the present time¡ While most'peopl-e' realize

that inabili-ty to pay for care should not dêprive ánybody of the

health care he needs, there is also a wide recognítion that the

tiadítional methód of paying for care, the "fee-for-se:rvícerr: ; :

systemr is breaking down because of ttre relatively heavy costs

involvêd: in mod.ern treatment.' Richter (39) observed that what

health' insurance :wôuLd, achieve'is to remove the whole field: of

health care fliom the mechanism of' the.priee system. The indiví-':

dual's ability to pay would no longer determine the quality and

the.,quantíty of medical care. The "fee-for-servicelt system based

on the ability'to,pay for care will disappear. '

ì . The ordinary'man .needs good medical care to keep him and

his family weIl, to reduce his suffering, and to improve his

chances of recovery when'he is i11. He wants to be able to obtain

the care when he needs it. However¡ the costs of good medical-

care are high, and, as medical- knowledge increases, they are

líkely to become higher. New methods of diagnosis involve ex-

pensive :ecjuipment such aÈ X-ray machines and skílIed technical'

j:-.
j:;
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personnel. Complicated medicaL care and surgery ínvolve long

training, great skíIl, and, hence, hearry payment is demanded.

The "housekeeping" costs of hospíta1s, for example, have increased

far more than the general increase in the cost of living. A

survey of medical e:çenses by the Natíonal Opinion Research Center

in the United States in 1953 showed that seven percent of famílies

incurred charges in excess of $495. About one miffíon families

incurred charges exceeding one-ha1f their annual income, while

SOOrO0O fam'ilies hacl ehauges equal to ,¡r exceecling 100 percent,

of their income. McDonald (27) observed that in the fiftíes,

for example, the consumer price index went up 12 percent¡ while

medícal costs rose by 36 percent, and the hospital cost 63 percent.

The burden of such costs in relation to income reaches especially

significant proportions for those in the l-ow income group.

Therefore, although many people are willing to assume responsi-

bility for the healtJ: of themselves and their famiLies, they often

are financially unabl-e to do so. Un1ess it is a matter of l-ife

and death, \^iorry about their abilÍty to pay wílI lead such fanr-ilies

to postpone going to see a doctor. They may decide to:"put up"

with the symptoms causing discomfort, or resort to another source

of medical help such as home remed.ies or advice from fríends or

druggists. This may prolong the ill-ness and prevent them from

benefiting from medical- help when they do seek it. The ability

of the patient to pay obviously affects when med.ícal care is

sought, as we1l as the quantity and the quality of the care.

;,r:r,r'.í:.:

t' -J,. :r..-
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Many people will not give their doctor a chance to see them



at regufar intervals unless they are able to pay, or have already

prepaid the cost through health insurance. It has become imperative,

therefore, Lor some famílies to protect themselves against crippling

medical and hospital bill-s by means of health insurance. Somers

and Somers (43) suggest that, while low íncome groups are less

likely to qualify for heal-th insurance, ttrere is an increasing

number of low income people who receive health insurance through

employee benefit plans. Such plans do increase their real income

by increasing their ability to pay for medical care. Stephens (45)

suggests that providíng the ability tó pay for good medical care

through health insurance to people who had never possessed it

previously is likely to bring changes ín the way people use medical

services. It is our interest, therefore, to find out what influence

the existing health insurance plans have on the use of services.

For thírs._Lgas-?n !þe question öf*_the itllue]l:e- ofjealth, insurance

on the utilization of medíca] care is the central concern of this

:tudy-.

Síckness presents two economic problems to an individual or

a family. If the sick person is the breadwinner for the famí1y

or for himself, there is the problem of the loss of wages, upon

which the farnily depends. Besídes tåis, there is the additional

cost involved in medícal care. For that part of the population

in the low income bracket, medical costs frequently are beyond

current capacity to pay. These costs, as Taylor (51) points out,

may be of such magnitude as to constitute a real economic burden.

Thompson (53) indicates that very frequently families in low income
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groups, in the face of serious medícal need, choose to go without

medicaL care if at af1 possible.

Medical care insurance seems to be a practical method of

organizing prepayment for clearly defined professional and hospital

services. ft appears to be a move to substítute certainty, and

organized self-help to remove or reduce the financial burden which

may arise from síclcness or disability; it is likely to prevent

serious illness in many cases by making it possible for the patient

to seek and utilize medicaL services at the first symptoms, and to

reduce the demand for ineffective remedies. Taylor (51_) points out

that a sr:bscriber to a healÈtr insurance ptan entitling him and his

family to medical servíces will be much fess rel_uctant to seek

medical attention at the first indication of needs than one who

does not. As Thompson (53) has suggested, there seems to be a

financial barrier to seeking needed care, and many people seem not

to seek medical care in the early stages of il-lness if they cannot

afford the cost. But once this barrier between the potential

patients and the doctor is reduced by spreading the cost through

th-e medium of prepayment--which may also reduce the cost per

individual--it is likely that utilization of medicar service will

increase. Therefore, a study conducted among families covered by

ttre i{anitoba Medical- Services (hereafter it will be shortened to MMS)

and ottrer health insurance plansr as compared with those famíl-ies

not covered by any plan, will províde a fine opportunity for

studying the healür behaviour of the benefíciaries of insurance

systems as well as those without any health ínsurance coverage.



WhiLe medicaf insurance is undoubtedly an important factor

in changing the way people use professional- medical care' e>çlaining

such a change solely in terms of medical insurance leaves out

certaín important consideratíons about the complexity of human

behaviour. Many people with heal-th ínsurance might not use medical-

services, while some persons without insurance tend to use them.

For example, from his study of the use of professional servíces

und.er medícal care insurance in New Yorkr Baehr (7) found that lack

of knowfedge of the use of physicians' services and lack of education

account for under-utilization by most workers.. This study and others

suggest that there are other factors whích also enter into the

decision to utífize medical servíces. Such factors as age, sex,

levef of education, religious affiliation, ethnicíty, and definition

of íllness may be involved in the decision-makíng process. Some

of these variables wíII also be examined in this study. These

factors¡ together with ability to pay, are societal forces which

may operate to influence healÈtr beliefs and attitudes and the con-

sequent health behaviour of individuals and famílies.

9bjegt_iyes of the_ Study

This study has two objectives: first, to determine for the

sample whether índeed there ís a positive rel-ationship between

utilization of professional- medical services and possession of

healttr insurancei and, second, to examine a group of other variables

that may related to utilization of professional medical services.

Clarifying these relationships will be useful in two \'rays: (1) it

will add to our knowledge by establishing to what extent abílity to

;: .i j. ,::1r
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to pay affects

occurs, and (2)

enter into the

a person's decision to visit a doctor when illness
:..

it will bring to light a number of factors which

decision to utilize professional medícal services.

Review of the Literature

The first part of this section will be devoted to the fiterature

dealing with health insurance and its relationship wíth utilization

of professional medical care: _The second part wr11 {eal with research

fíndings on oth,er f_actors related to the use of medical care.
,r, .:. 1.. ..: ::i ;. . 1.. '

Hea]th Insurance and Utilization of Medical Facilities. Persons
:

who are covered by health insurance are likely to use medícal services

more than those who are not. The results of the survey conducted

for the Health Informatíon Foundatíon in New York in 1953 emphasized

this relaÈionship. Insured families incurred sr¡bstantíalIy greater

charges for health services than ttrose without insurance. A median

of $145 for the insured families was found, as. compared with $63

for those without insurance. This díspari.ty was due in part to the

greater utilízation of medical services by those with heafth insurance.

Taylor (51) has pointed out that the average subscriber to a health
.i. : . :.: :

insurance plan which entitles him and his dependents to a doctorrs

services at home and office will be much fess reluctant to seek medical
: '.1 

-:- ' lr '. . ',:

attention at the first indication of need than one wíthout any coverage.

Darsky, Sl gf_., from their study of the lrTindsor plan in Ontario, found that

subscribers both inítiate care more often than the non-subscribers,

and tend to receive more services once care is sought. They also

found that utilization rate varies with type of p1an. They concfuded

that utilization behaviour of their sample indicated that, "tþe

, . :, ,1:l
,1...1
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rates by which people seek medical care is an orderly and predic-

table process with no evidence of wide and precipitate fluctuation

when the barrier of direct cost is removed." Baehr (7) discovered

that reduction of the financial burdens of illness by spreading 
i.,,r,,

the cost through prepalzment wil-l tend to reduce the cost per !.r i:'.

individual. This increases utilízation of meC,ical services. It

also promotes the prevention of diseases and facilitates their 
, ...:
ir-. .t _,

detection at an early stage when they can be cured or arrested, 
1..'..,,.'. :- :'

and improves the scope and quality of medica1 care for insured

people. Anderson (1), under the auspices of the Health Information

Foundationr surveyed the dístríbution of healÈh insurance and

medical cost in the United States. One of his findings was that

up to a $7r500 per year income, those without hospital insurance

have l-0 adrnissions per 100, while those with insurance averaged 13

admissions per 100. He suggests that this difference, "...is a

measure of the impact of hospital insurance on hospital admission

today.¡r In another study comparing the effects of two different

plans on admissionsr Anderson and Sheatsley (5) found that utilization

of medical services differs witJ: type of services insured and method

of operation. Williman (57) ca¡ne to the conclusion that, fínancing

the costs of med.ical attention for ttrose who can afford to pay, the

average price for the care demand.ed under insurance plans would

remove the financial barríers between the physician and the potential

patíents. As a resuLt, the average volume of medical care received

per person woufd increase. Stephens (45), from his study of health

and medical care practices in Montana, found that families in the

li::f¡t!i:
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lorn¡er socio-economic status group, if they have the ability to pay

for health services in the form of health or any service plan, will

visit the doctor upon the appearance of symptoms of illness more

than fan:ilies that do not have such service p1ans. Having health

insurance seems to remove some obstacle to the initiation of medical

care in lower status famil-ies which either does not exÍst in more

well-to-do families or is not of suffícient strength to prevent

utilization of medícar serviÕes when they are sought. Thompson (53)

also observed ttrat the subscriber wíth a service contract, particu-

1ar1y one which- includes home and. office calls, is much more ríkely

to utilize medical services at the first indícation of need, since

he is required to pay nothing or at l_east very littfe above the

cost of his contract. Ríchter (39) attempted to find out what

prompted people to go to the doctor under the fee-for-service

system and how the situation was likely to be changed through health

ínsurance. He compared the heaLth practices of a mining community

in Glace Bay which had a heal_th insurance scheme and yarmouth, a

community wittrout insurance protection. He came to the conclusion

that the existence of an insurance plan wilr noÈ onry remove an

econorulc barrier between doctor and patient, but wilt also have a

profound influence on the patientrs concepts of the need for medical

services. The change, he observed, may be for the better or for

the worse. The patient may become hearth conscious and pay greater

aÈtention to types of illness hitherto neglected, or may be merely

seeking Èo get his moneyrs worth for his contributions. No matter

which motive prevail-s, there would. be considerabl-e change in the
l. ¡ :.:;.:a.
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scope and character of the services which the doctor has to render.

To support this hypothesis Richter found that under the health

insurance system in Glace Bay the rate of receiving medical care

is very much higher than under ttre fee-for-servíce system in

Yarmouth. Richter's findíngs may not be typical of the difference

between the two systems, but they are índicative of the general

trend of the effect of health insurance on the use of medícal

services.

, While tþese works give us some understanding of the motives

behind a decision to seek medical care, it is reductionistic to

think of the financial factor as the sofe determinant for utilízing

professional medical services. There appears to be widespread

agreement among social scientists that the utilization or neglect

of professional medical services cannot be e>çlained. away merely

in terms of abilíty to pay for such services. Ttrough health in-

surarrce and otTrer mea4s of paying for health services appear to

be helpful in getting people to seek professional medical service,

it may not follow automatically that thelt lead to a visit to a

doctor or dentist. Clear1y, other factors are involved ín deciding

to visit a medical practitioner. Many facÈors have been said to

affect the utilization pattern of medical services. Some of the

most frequently mentioned are ager Sêx, level of education, oc-

cupation, amount of health informatíon, social values, psychological,

and cultural factors.

F_osig:p-cglomij [*#_ and uti-lizeti-og- g€ ¡t:{iS{ raci_li-Ligs-.

Anderson et al. (4) found that less than fifty percent of the

i: :tiìl¡::::i.iÈ)
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population they studied visit a doctor or dentist at least once a

year, and of those who did so, there were moTe females than males.

Friedson eL.al. (17) state that "as age increasesr the proportion

of people actually seeing a dentisÈ decreases." They found that

although 48 percent of those between 21 and 34 years old who

regularly visited the dentíst díd so once a year¡ only 16 percent

of those persons 65 years old and over did so. The Canadian

Sickness Survey carríed,out 1960 reported a similar pattern in the

use of dental care services among Canadíans. Both men and vromen

in the 15 - 24 age group had the highest proportion of any age

group visiting the dentist, and as age increased, ÈÏre proportions

of both men and women visiting the dentist dropped. These findings

suggest that age and sex have some infLuence on the use of professional

.medical and dental care.

Koos (24) reports very striking differences between the poor

and the rich in attitudes toward health, íllness and medical care

in a small town in upper New York State. He demonstrated the re-

lationship of social cl-ass to use of services. The lower the social

c1ass, the l-ess sensitivity to symptoms. This lower class reported

greater willingness to use substitutes for professional medical

care, such as home remedies and druggists. But the home remedies

used by these people were of the exotic type rather than the standard

iÈems usually found ín the famíIy medicine chest. Ross (4I) suggests

four basic factors from hís study of social class as relating to the

use of professional- medicine: (a) purchasing power (b) definition

of illness (c) attítudes toward íl]-ness and orientation of treatment
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(d) l-ack of knowred,ge and ability to use information effectively.

Baehr (7) found, añong other things, that lack of knowledge of the

use of doctors' services and medical facilities and l-ack of education

accounted. for the under-utilizatíon by workers. Thus, education .ì
:i.::

has been found to be positively related to the use of medical services.

Th-e united states Health survey report of 1958 stated. that, when

persons were classified according to the educational attainment of

the famify head, there \¡¡as a positive relationship between educa¿iona1

level attained and the use of medica] facilities--utilization increased

with increase in amount of education received by the family head.

of the persons visiting the doctor or d.entist jn the year before

the surveyr the group with less than five years of school exleibited

the lowest percentage, whíle the highest percentage (57 percent) was

found within the groups with heads of families who have had at least

one year of college education.

There seems to be comparable data avairable for canada with

respect to educational Level and the ,r"" or medicaÌ facirities.

rn his comparative study of d.ental- health needs and the attitude

toward dental care DeHaney (L2) found that as the level of education

increases, so d.oes the proportion of persons at each level of education

who had high attitude rati ngs to\^/ard dentar care. He found. ürat

58.3 percent of those persons with twelve or more years of schooling

indicated that they were favourably predisposed toward seeing the

dentist regularly, while less than 27 percent of those persons with

less than nine years of schooling were so predisposed.. ÐeHaney found

a positive relationship between attitudes toward dental care and visits
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to the dentist. He al-so found that there is a positive relationship

between educational leve1 and the predisposition to seek d.ental

care among the sample he studied.

Social scientists have adduced evidence from United Kingdom

and New Zealand where medical and dental services are state supported

to show that the popular opinion that utilization of medical services

varies positively with ability to pay for those services needs

some qualification. This is because the rates of utilization within

such countries are found to be no higher than in the U.S"A. where

medical services have not been state supported. .faco (22) examined

the relative importance families place on theír health and the effect

this had on the use of medical facilities. He found that ability

to pay was not a príme deter¡ninant for the use of medical services.

On the contrary, he found that the prevention of illness has líttle

meaning to those who did not accept the debilitatíng effects of

il-Iness. Jaco reported that while l-ower income fanullies were found

to seek medical care less ttran higher income groups, unmet medical

needs among the lower income familes "could frequently be traced.

back to fear of treatment rather than amount of income." His

findings also suggest that the importance which is placed on health

in relation to other goods and services by an individual or family

is an important factor in influencing decisions to seek regular

health care.

However, most of the literature suggests that where there have

not been effectíve programs for taking care of medical- and dental

:,'-:I:'::
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needs, there is an income level below which an individual_ or family

finds it dífficult to talie care of such needs. Most studies on the

utilization of medícal services have stressed the relevance of cost

of such servíces, and, therefore t?re income level, as an important

factor affecting t?¡-e use of these services. According to the

Canadian Sickness Survey already cited, the average number of dental

visits íncreased constantly from one íncome group to the other. The

average number of dental visits per 1r000 population for the higher

income group was more than 3 times as great as those of the lower

income group. Kriesberg ,e_L 31:_ (25) found that as family income

increases from below $21000 a year to over $ZTOOO a year, so does

the percentage of famiLies seeking preventive dental and medical

care. The United States Hea1th Survey already cited reports that

the proportion of people who have never been to a dentist or d.octor

d.uríng 1958 was greatest (24 percent) among persons with family

income under $ZTOOO and 10 percent for persons with $7rOOO or over

family income. Tt seems, therefore, that the economic factor is

still important in spite of the infLuence which other factors seem

to exert on ind.lviduals in decidíng to visít a doctor or dentist.

Eichhorn and Andersen (14) suggest that the more information

an individual has about medical care and about specifíc problems

tuhich face him the more J-ike1y he will see a course of action leading

to the sol-ution of the problems. They indicate two reasons for this

relationship: (a) increased information leads to increased palience,

that is, the extent to which the person realizes the.nature of the

i:: ,: ::'::'
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problem (b) increased information leads to increased specification,

that is, understanding of the aspects of the problem. Thus, when the

individual has sufficient knowledge about aspects of medical problems,

he tend.s to use the medical seTvices more than an individual- with

minimal information. Stockfe et aL. (46) also argue that preventive

health care will not be sought by people who have no clear idea of

their disorder. For these persons, treatment wil-I be sought only

after the disorder begins to affect adversely theír jobs and social

lives. They further point out that healttr behaviour, that is, the

way people respond to slzmptoms of itlness or take preventive health

measures, is influenced by the general rationale which ttrey have

about illness. For example, those who place a high value on

"achievement" in work or in some other sphere of lífe may equate

healttr and achievement, and see illness as a threat Lo their ability

to achieve. When this is the case, people tend to seek cure for

their illness. Parsons (35) in his clincial observations of American

social attitudes found that "health" is equivalent to "achievement"

particularly among middle class fanifies, and this provides the

individual with a rationale for seeking medical care.

Socio-cultural Factors and 'Utilization of Medícal Facilities.

Socio-cultural factors which ínfluence the decísion to seek

medical care have been studíed extensively. SpiegeL (44) 
' after

studying lrish patients, felt that some of the frish values on

reticence, present-time orientation, and the consideration of certain

taboos led to great difficulty in treatment and presumably in seeking

help in the first p1ace. Spiegel noted ttrat such patients often were
i

ii:r,' lìi: :
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not used to working on their o\¡un problems for the salce of vague

personal gains. The patients hTere accustomed Èo being told what to

do immediately, and if they were not told they felt paralyzed, that

notkring was being done about their problem and Ltrat they were

wasting their tíme. Thus¡ many medícal patients e>çected the magic

pí11, the instant cure, or they tended to lose confidence in the

curative power of the treatment.

15

Zborowski (58) studied hospitalized patients \^7ho were suffering

from back pain due mainly to herneated discs and spínal lesions.

He found that both Jewísh and Ïtalian patients were more disturbed

by pain, and were more vocal in their concern than the Anglo-Saxons.

Their reactions stemmed from different problems and required dif-

ferent solutions. He found that Italians were mainJ-y concerned

with the immediacy of the pain e>çerience and were dísturbed by

the actual pain sensation, while the Jews were mainly concerned with

the díagnostic meaning of pain and upon the signíficance of pain

in relation to their own future health and the welfare of their

families. The Anglo-Saxon considered paín bad, unnecessary, and

therefore to be immediately taken care of. Such observations have

implications for their medicaf care. Treatment would require more

attention to concerns about the source of pain among the .fewish

patients and more attention to actual rel-ief of the pain sensation

among Italían patients. ZoLa (4I) also studied ambulatory patíents

in the process of seeking aid at an out-patíent department. He

found that ltalian patienÈs tended to be more disturbed by pain and

to a greater extent felt that it hTas present in, and. an important part

,:. ']' ' 1
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of their disLress. The frísh patients tended to place the locus of

their symptoms in specific body locations. The data suggested that

the frish hiere more concerned with specific probLems of body dys-

functions, while t}le I.talians were more concerned with the diffuse

þhysical and social- effects of being sick. Thus, if there is a

differential reaction to, and concern with, similar symptoms, the

presence of the same symptoms in these populations would lead to

vastly different courses of action ¡ î.or example, from ímmediate

concern and, therefore, early consultatÍon to compLete ignoring and

perhaps infinite delay ín seeing a doctor. Zborowski and Zola found,

further, that their patients had expectatíons of the doctor not

necessarily in line with his own conception of his rofe and that

these fears and misconceptions might and did lead to instances of

mutual dístrust and reluctance to contínue in treatment at the time

or to seek advice in future. Zola also observed that, to a large

extent, the nature of the decision to seek medical care was influenced

by ethnic group membership. The Italians tended to seek medical care

when their symptoms interfered with social or personal relations

or when they were e>çeriencíng a situational or interpersonaf crisis.

The Irish tended to go only after they received the approval of

others, and when tl:eir visit was sanctionèd. The Anglo-Saxons sought

care when they perceived an ínterference with some specific vocational

or physical activity.

Differences in the definition of what constitutes a symptom or

itlness may resul-t in differing percepÈions. Paul (37) and Opler (Sa¡



discovered that what the patient would do about his state is wefl-

rooted ín cultural and social definitions of "hea1th" and "sickness."

Parsons (35) and Stockle et al-. (46) cited above have observed this

relationship. schulman ;; Ø2) also observed from their

study of Spanish speaking groups in New Mexico and Col-orado thaÈ,

among these peopler a hígh level of activíty, a well-fleshed body,

and absence of pain were indicators of "good health" regardless of

any other symptoms present.

From this review of literature dealing with the problems of

health care, it ís cfear that specífic decision to utilize medical-

services is not well understood. The d.ecision of any individual seems

to be a function of a cluster of varíables such as socio-economic

factors, socio-cultura1 factorsr and social-psychological consider-

ations.

Theoreticaf Framework

Many writers on human behavíour have attempted to explain human

action in varíous ways. Vlhile many of them have provided some

understanding of human behavíour, no single attempt can be considered

completely ad.equate. TLris is because each writer has emphasized

one aspect of human behaviour to the exclusion of others. This has

led to the realization that an íntegrated theory of human behaviour

would be necessary if human action is to be fully und.erstood. Such

a theory does not exist, to the best of the writerrs knowledge.

However, attempts are being made to provide a more meaningful

analytical tool for ttre study of human action. Straus (49), for

11
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example, has pointed out that sociological phenomena, for instance,

are meaningful only when they are seen to interact with psychological,

cultural, economic, and other environmental determinants of behaviour.

Thus, the actíon one takes in certain problematic sítuations, will

depend. on one's physiological nature which reveä.ls itself in the

processes of innovation, perception and learning, and the culture

which has been transmitted to him by those groups within which he

has been socialized or with whom he is ídentified. Such groups as

the family, class, or peer groups are generally regarded as the source

of the individualrs basic attitudes and values, his consístent

responses to the social objects in his environment, and his general-

ized concept of what is "bad" and what is "right,." Kelley (23)

points out ttr"at these. groups define and enforce standards of behaviour

on the individual, and they also provide a lrard-stick with whích a

person can evaLuate himself and others.

The influence which such reference groups have on healÈh

behaviour is seen in Koos' (24) study of "Regíonvi11e" already cíted.

One mother from the upper class called a doctor to attend her child

who had chicken-pox not because she had thought the disease seriousi

she knew it wasnrt, for she had survived a case of chicken-pox

during her childhood, without being attended by a doctor. She did

so because "itrs just something you. are expected to do." A housewife

from the lower class who had never seen her mother visit a doctor

for backache did not see why she should visit a doctor for such a

complaint. She feÌt that if she díd so her neighbors would hoot

her out of town. The decision of these persons to seek or not to



seek medical care in their problematic sítuations is clearly

influenced by their differing values, attítudes, and beLiefs.

The meaning of any phenomenon for any individual is provided

by a cluster of these values, attitudes, and belíefs. I,V. ï. Thomas

(52) has pointed out that reactíons to phenomena are limited by a

definition of situation establ-ished by the perception of these

phenomena. He further argued that since a definition must exist

prior to an action, any action taken is a function of the individual's

perception of himsetf änd hi-s relationship to ttre perceived environ-

ment.. This perception, as Straus (50) and Mead (28) frave suggested,

is selective and conditioned by the success of prior definitions

and actiorr= i"rrrr"d through the social-ization process.

| -.'

A definition of illness, for example, requires tlrat the person

e>qgeriencing tl.e symptoms has previously had knowledge regarding

syrnptoms and defíned these symptoms as meaning ílIness. An action

19

based on such a definÍtion must have a relevant precedent õf some

kind to be chosen as a course of action in response to the present

definition of illness (45). Among lower income groups, for example,

utilization of professíonal medical services as a normal course of

acÈion in response to a definition of illness is¡ perhaps, sharyl.y

limited by the personrs or the family's past and present wíl-lingness

to redistribute limited monetary resources which have already been

comrnitted eLsewhere.

Many behavioratr scientists have also d.rawn attenÈion to the

attitudes, beliefs, and values of segments of people sharing a common

culture which distinguishes them from the general culture. Riesman (40)

iaÌìl::jr.il
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has pointed out that people with the same cultural-orientatíons are

"sensitized" to the erçectations of others. The members of the same

profession, the same age group, or the same ethnic or religious

group tend to exhibit similar behavior:al characteristics. These

special characteristics of what is usually called a "subculture"

are perhaps best iLlustrated by Parsons (36) in his writings on

adolescent subculture in the United States. He observed that

the subculture has a unique value-system. FOr example, the 9ir1s

are said to value physical attractiveness in various versions of

what is called the "glamour girl.'r Since physical attractiveness

is a value of the group, members tend to follow the practices

prescribed by ít. Thus, a decision to obtain dental care (which

adds to the physical attractíveness) may be a function of the

importance placed on physical attractiveness by various age groups.

several other sociaf and economic factors which operate to

influence health beliefs and attitudes and their related behaviour

have been identified by medical socíologists. The response to

health problems has been. found to be related. to what ís sometimes

called popular health culture or folk medicine (38). Thís includes

vafue-orientations, ideas and behaviors relatíng to lay action

situations. Although part of folk medicine had its basis in medical

sciences, a farge part has developed out of ideas and beliefs which

people have about human nature, the human body, and the refations

of these to the universe (38), where human nature is perceived as

evil; for instance, illness and disease will be seen as justly

í..:,_.
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deserved by the suffering individual, and heafth action taken, if

any, will refl-ect this orientatíon.

2I

Secondly, response to health problems is related to attitud.es

toward what is often referred to as medical sciences, that is, the

complex of knowledge, technology, and skilled índividuals with

specialized arts of heal-ing or preventing diseases. Although

medical- science is held in great eSteem by certain segrments of the

general public, it is not valued so highly by others, judging from

the scarcity or lack of util-ization of its servíces.

As has already been mentioned, ability to pay for the services

of medical science in the modern industrial society is another

force which works to infl-uence health behaviour. Many writers (5),

(39), (45) have demonstrated that in the mod.ern industrial society,

there is no one-to-one relationship between income, other economic

factors such as savings or investment, and abil-ity to pay for medical

care. There are a number of poor people who are able to pay for such

care. Those who have hospital and medical insurance through their

place of work, the aged and disabled whose medical expenses are paíd

by government agencies, enjoy increased ability to pay. These kinds

of factors greatly influence the decision of an individual or a family

to seek professional medícal care. Abílity to pay by reason of health

insurance, therefore, has been recognized as a relevant factor which

influences health behaviour of families or índividuals.

T\¡vo diffe,rent concepts of health ínsurance have existed side by

side for many years. In the first of these, healttr insurance is

::.t: -:.- .'
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considered to be a methqd of helping families pay for health services

by pooling insurance premíums with many families,to pay for those who

incur costs for using services in qny given year. This, view regards

health insurance as prolecting famílies against the rísk of financial

loss, that is, 'it maintains the financÍal so1vency of the families,

in Èhe event of iflness. Thís risk concept of heafth insurance

implies, that health insurance helps families,: êvoid ,the 'rcrushing

cost" of major iffness by paying,small, fegufalî heal-th care costs.

To accomplish this end, fanr-ilies subscribe to a limited health in-

sulance plan which underwrites major medical costs.

The other concept of health insurance vieys it as a means of

providing peo_ple with needed healt-tr servi,ce' Here the emphasis is

on provísion of services, and not sg.much on reducing the risk of

financial loss to the family. ,For ,a prepaid'cost per person or

family, health services are,provided to insured peJîsons With no

extra chaqge. Under,this tlzpe pf insurance, all Èypes of services

are provided so that no family needs to do without medicaf care for

reasons- ;of ,cost-. .fn this cas-e the family subscribes to softê corTr: ,,1

prehensive medícal services pJ-atr whích pays fof rall types of services,

usually without additíonal cost. , :

The net result of these types of health insurance, however, is. ..

the same. Both, tend to reduce the financi-al burden of individuals

or familíes, and encourage the use of professional health services.

By underwriting the major medical costsf even limited health insurance,

for example, can release financial resources for other purposes

:
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including preventive medical service.

The preceding arguments point up the fact that the type of

health action taken depends on a variety of socio-economic factors

as wefl as socio-cultural and social-psychological factors. That

is, health action is a function of the actor's abilíty to pay, his

perception of the need, the e>çected behaviour in terms of value

system and attitud,es of his reference group, and the al-ternative

responses available to him. All these variables interacÈ upon one

another and upon the potential- actor, thereby conditioning his

decision to act.

vfith this in mind, it is our intent to establish the basic

relationshíp between ability to pay be reason of having health

ínsurance and utilization of professional medical care on the ap-

pearance of symptoms of illness, the d.ependent variable. It will

then be possible to determine the influence of other factors on

the utílization of professional med.ical services. This will be

done by analyzing the relationshÍp between having health insurance

and utilization of medical care while controlling for such variabfes

as incomer ê9e of head of family, health information, education,

occupation, reportecJ j.ncome, aLtiturl.e towarcl cloctor and, d,entists,

and attitudes toward work. rn t]:is way we sha1l be able to organize

the analysis of some of the factors affectíng the use of medical-

servíces. A graphic model- of the proposed analysis is presenÈed in

Figure 1.
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Ihe Hypotþeses

As the literature review indicates, persons covered by health

insurance tend to use medical services more tlran those \^7ho are not

covered. Thus, it could be accepted that once the "financial-

barrier" is removed, utilizatíon of medical services will increase.

Vüe hypothesize that:

Testíng tJris hypothesis will enabfe us to replicate the fíndÍngs

of many works that have been mentioned"above. Vlhile it is necessary

to demonstrate the relationship between heaLth insurance and

utilizatíon of medical services, h/e can harly accept health insurance

as the only determinant of the use of medical services. It is

therefore important to consider some of the factors which may

motivate individuaLs to use such services, and to analyze the

interrelationships of these factors and their refationship to

utifization of medicaL services.

Under-utilizatíon of medical services may be a direct result

of lack of knowledge about the aspects of medical- problems. Baehr

suggests that persons need health information before their average

utilization can come up to e>çectations. As VanSteenwyk (55) has

pointed out, utilizatíon rate varies with the knowledge of workers

about modern med.icine. Eichhorn and Andersen (L4) also found that

There is a positive relationship between l, .,,,,
possession of health insurance and the :": ;

utilization of professíonal medical ser- ,. .

viges followin_g sy*ptoms_ of ill1esç-; ,tr.;,';

| ,..: -.a:.-:



the more information an indívidual possesses about medical care

and about specific health problems which face him, the more 1ike1y

he wi]l see a course of action which will lead to a solution of

ttrat problem. These citations suggest that health informatíon 1,.: 
,,,.

::-:.,.1

can be an important variabfe in deciding to use medícal services

Families or indíviduals with a greater amount
of health information are more likely to use
professional medical services than those who

{o_noÈ.posåesj-".9Jå:L ilf.grmation, -,* .-

Age is often cited as an important variable in the study of

medical care and hea1th practices. This may be due to several

factors. For exampler older persons are more likely to have chronic

diseases. Such diseases are often characterized by a multiplicity

of slrmptoms. This: may decrease the likêlihood of them defining

any one slzmptom as indicatíng a real need for seeking medical

services. Older persons are sl-ow to change attitud,es and vafues

learned at an earlier point in time. As a result, they may resist

appropriate perceptíon of symptomsr and possible treatment with

modern facilities.

Famílies head.ed by older persons are less
likely to use professional medical services
than those headeå by youllger .perso4s.

¿6

A visit to the doctor or dentist on the appearance of symptoms

of ill-ness may resul-t ín a recommendation for one to stay away from

work for a number of d.ays. If the person is in that category of



workers who may be docked for the number of days spent in hospital

or hours spent in doctor's office, he may consider going to see a

doctor a loss of time and income. Van Steenwyk found, for example,

that very often persons ín non-professional and unskilled occupations

use professional medical services less than professíonal and

skílled \¡torkers.

There is a positive relationship between
occupations of head of family and utili-'.
?gËi o n _.o_f gf.g€-e s s í on g1_ me.Èi_c a!. s e rvi q e s,

An individual's occupatíon may have a great effect on other

val-ues important to him, according to Stephens (45). Even those

in fortunate econoruic circumstances may take pride in being able

to keep going and being able to keep working. A strong identifi-

cation with work may have a significant effect on a personrs

attitude toward medical care. A person with a favorable attitude

toward work might tend to place higher value on work and might keep

going. He is l-ess Likêly to take time off to visit a doctor when

symptoms of illness appear.

The individual or family that has favorable
attitudes toward work tends to utilize pro-
fessional medical services less readily than
those who do not have such attitudes.

Primarily, ed.ucation creates ar^rareness in the educated person

and makes available resources for problem solving. This awareness

increases as an individual progresses in the educational process.

, .:.1 l
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Studies have shown that there is positive relationship between

educationaf attainment and the use of medical facilitíes. This

suggests that the more educated a person is, the more 1íkely he

wilf see the need for professíonal medical care v/hen symptoms

of illness appear.

An individ.ual's attitudes toward medical practitioners,

established either by his past experiences with doctors or

through the mass media, may have significant effects on his

willingness to seek professionaf medical services. If tfie

potential patient has favorable attitudes toward docÈors and

dentists, he is more likely to util-ize their servíces than an

índividual who has unfavorable attitudes toward such professional

medical practitioners.

The individual or famíly with favorable
attitudes toward doctors and dentists
tends to utilize professional medícaf
servíces more readily than those with
unfavorable attitudes.

The analysis of these hypotheses is carried out, controlling

for the variables on which they are based to clarify any positive

relationships that may be found. between utilization of professional

medical services and any of the variables.

Families who have heads with higher .-..,
education are more likely to utilí2" i,.professional medical services than
those famílies whose heads have low-
er education. ''.'''
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The major portion of this study, as we have already indicated,

is designed to investigate ttre relationship between possession of

health insurance and utilization of professional medícal services.

Since a number of previous studies on medical care and dental

health practices indicate that variables such as age, education,

amount of health information, occupation, and willíngness to seek

professional medical services enter ínto the decision to go to the

doctor, these variables also are to be investigated in order to

determine to what extent they influence the utilization pattern

of medical services in our sample.

Data necessary to test the hypotheses based on the',above

variables could be obtained in many ways. Individual case studies,

for example, in cooperation with health insurance personnel and

medical practitioners would have been the most fruitful approach

for this study, but collectíng a large amount of data in this way

would not be economical because of tl:e ]imited research time for

the study and lack of funds.

The survey method, was, therefore,

In this study a schedule \^zas used in

respondents drawn from a sample. In

chosen as a \^torkable approach.

face-to-face interviews with

adopting this method, it is
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assumed that the respondents know the answers to the questions and

are willing to tel1 what they know¡ that meaningful questions and

response categories have been constructed and understood in the

contêxt in whích they were asked and answered. These assumptions,

however, place limitations on this question-answer approach. For

example, ít places heavy reliance on the verbal report of the

repondents for information, and it can therefore obtain only :

material that the respondents are willing and able to report. It

also has the,disadva4lage of taking |tslÍce,out of time" (a distinctive

limitation, especially where utilization of professional medical

service is over,time), and lacks good control of extraneous factors.

; Despíte these, limitationsr it is frequently possible. and useful-

to get an individual's o\¡rn account of his feelings, beliefs, and

past behaviour. This method is therefore considered particularly

useful for this study, where specific effects of a number of varíables

on heafth behaviour are beíng studied by gå pgE! lactg analysís.

ft is also a useful method where the situations being investigated

cannot be brought into a laboratory. As Eichhorn Sg al. (15) have

pointed out, it is a useful:approach to employ when "generalizations

bymakingquantiÈativecomparisons:of.data.gattreredbyrrniform

question-answer procedure" are desíred.

To explain the methodology for this study, this section is

divided into four parts: (1) the sampling procedure, (2) the'field

procedure and data processingr' (3) description of the variables used

in testing the hlrpotheses, and. (4) Ètre statistical approach.

1, :', -....
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rc- $Ipli!g. Pr-oce.dgre. Although statistical theory provides

any.researcher with instruments which make it possible for him to

decide on what sample síze and type to use in order to íncrease

the accurary of the statements he malces about the attributes he

studies, these instruments can only be applied effectively if the

researcher knows some facts about the population to be studied.

As Hagood and Price (19) point out, the researcher must knohr the

approximate designation of the attributes he wishes to investigate,

ttre approximate proportion of the population likely to have these

attributes, and a rough estimate of the díspersion of the character-

ístics being studied. Festinger gL aI. (16) also state that other

practical considerations such as the physical distributíon of the

research population, the availability of research tíme and other

resources at the disposal of the ínvestigator affect decision on

sample size and type. When there are previous studies from which

such information can be obtained with relative ease, there is no

problem in estimating the kind and size of sample. At present,

such studies are lacking, and as Moser (33) has said, the investi-

gator in such cases, "...chooses by random sampling the largest

sample financially possible and discards questi ons on which a much

larger sample would be needed to give useful results."

In view of the limited research time and fínancial resources

available for this study, the original sample chosen consisted of

400 fanr-ilies, 325 from Metropolitan Winnipeg and 75 from Altona,

Manitoba. Altona is a small Mennonite community about 85 miles



from l¡Tinnipeg. It has a populatíon of about 2500 people. Since

thrs study ís part of a, larger project designed to include severa]

aspects of health and medical- care practices of Manitobans, it was

decided to incrude a sample from Al-tona to ensure ad,equate represen-

tation of the Mennonites.

Thesamplewaschosenbysystematicrandomsamp1ingfrom

Hendersonrs 1969 edition of the City Dírectory in Winnipeg. In

Altona the voterst rist was used. several sources from which we

could draw the sample were available. Hor¡rever, in consultation
."ì-'1

with other researchers who had worked in this area, it was found

that the city directory and the voterst l_ist provide the most

adequate source for our sample.

The systematic random sample approach which was used in this

research has been used for many years, and as pauline yo¡-rng (59)

points out, has proved satisfactory both from mathematical and.

practical points of view. rt is a simple, but relltiyely reriable,

technique to use where relatively complete listings of population

t,o be sampled are available, and where there is no trend or

periodicity in the arrangement of items. In the city directoryr

the individuals are listed only according to alphabetical order,

and not according to any attribute which would give a bias to the

sample. v'Ihile the votersr list provides the listings of the voters

only, these are also 1isted according to alphabetical order.

Through the loss of a number of cases as ?. result of refusals

and eliminatj-ons, the finaf sample consisted of 305 famiries , 25!
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from V'Iinnipeg and 54 from Altona.

Pesgglip!_ "F lLg varjabl_eq

The head of the family or hís spouse was intervíewed. Each

respondent \^ras asked a seríes of questions about health practices

and preventive medical care. He was also asked to report symptoms

which have been e>çeríenced by ttre members of the family in the

past year, and the dispositíon of those symptoms. Where the

respondent indicated the presence of a symptom, he was asked whether

the symptom received (1) no treatment, (2) home remediesr (3) treat-

ment by a quasi-medical practitioner, or (4) treatment by a doctor

or dentist. Responses Èo a number of items concerning attitudes

about medical care, professional medical practítioners, as well as

items concerning family demographic characteristics, income and

occupations were also obtained. From these items I^Ie were abl-e to

ind.ex the variables considered in this study.

tltg L"pç¡.aç.tl v.1rieþle. The dependent variable in this study

is l*ifi3a'ligt of eÆegiglgl [e{a_gjl gffi. In order to obtain

an index of this variable, the respondents were asked to índ.icate

the presence of symptoms among members of the family. They were

also required to indicate the disposition of these symptoms. The

symptoms were read from a list of twenty-seven chosen symptoms

originally compiled by a team of physicians. Since these selected

symptoms are normally serious enough to necessitate a visít to the

doctor when they are present, a comparison of the reported slzmptoms

and their åisposition provided an index of the willíngness on the
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part of the respondents to utilize professional medicaf services.

The index was obtained by dividing the total nu¡nber of the reported

symptoms into the number of times meÍibers of Èhe family with the

symptoms went to consult the docotr. From the resulting percentages,

a dichotomous index of "high" and "l-o\nl" categories of utilization

of professional medical services \^las constructed.

fhis approach, which is sometimes referred to as the "symptoms

approachl', to measure this kind of variable has been used sucess-

fully by researchers in prior studies. Charles R. Hoffer (2O).

(2I) of Michigan State University used this approach in two Studies.

Stephens (45) also used this method successfully in his study of

heal-th and medical care practices in Montana. This method is not

intended to diagnose the exact nature of any symptom. ft ís intended

to indicate the presence of symptoms, and, therefore, the need for'

professional medical care.

ïn addition to this approach other indicators of general health

practices have also been used to determíne the use of medical services.

Such items as having a regutar famíIy doctor, reported physical

check-ups by family members, average number of dental check-ups,

will be discussed ín rel-ation to possession of health insurance.

These indicators of health behaviour are afso refated to a number

of variables in this study.

rhe rnÈepeL{eltl v aÏi_?þle .

i" gþi-}*jv. F es¿ þ¿:se="t gÊ

this variable, the respond.ents

Ttre índependent variable in this study

Lal¡.-iTrg þg*llit ils-urgnge-. To index

were asked to indicate whether or not



they were covered by MMS anã/or other health insurance plans. The

respondents were also asked to indícate the type of plan which

covered the family in the past year and the cost of such a plan.

Following the MMS classificatíon of plans based on insured benefits

and the cost, three kínds of health insurance plans vlêr€, delineated.

The H plan covered the services of the general practitíoners or

specíalists in hospital, surgery, maternity, anaesthetists' services,

fractures and dislocations, and general medical care. The monthly

prenrium und.er this plan is $3.70. The HC plan covers the H benefits

in or out of hospital plus home and. office cal1s and one annual

physical check-up. Each family covered by this plan pays a monthly

prernium of $8.45. The HCX, which costs $13.75, covers the benefits

of H and HC plans plus auxilíary services when rendered in a

physician's office, such as: x-rays, laboratory testsr eYê tests,

ear:tests, injections, i,r-nmunizations, and brain and heart tracings,

t:as well- as allerg,y care.

A few respondents indicated that they were not covered by any of

the plans mentioned a.bove, but stated that they \^iere beneficiaries i,,,,.,r,.:,,.:,

of government plans, services plans, or private group plans. such itl#
I ,t..1.'t,t:.,,:.t

respondents were asked'to indicate monthly premiums paid under these :-,::,:,:.;'::':'.1

plans and types of benefits obtained. Since a comparison of the

cost of a plan with the benefits derived reveals that ttre more one

paysr the more benefits he enjoys (as shown by the MMS plans discussed

above), we assumed that the reported premiums under the prívate plans

were adequate indicators for classifying those reFporidenËs; according
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to the MMS typology. For example, those who pay higher premiums

identical to the cost of HCX plan were classified as having an

equivalent coverage as the HCX plan. Others were classified ac-

cordingly. Those l¡rho \¡¡ere under government, or other service plans,

I,!¡ere assumed to enjoy comprehensive benefits.

On the basis of the services obtained based on the premium

paid, we developed a 4-way typology for this variable. The HCX

constitutes the "comprehensive" pt"rr. Ttre HC plan constitutes

the "medium" categiory, while the H plan wíth the lowest cost and

limited services becomes tl:e "limited" category. Respondents who

indicated no health insurance form the fourth or "no insurance'r

category in the analysís. (See Figure 1.) In this \day \de shall be

abfe to investigate whether or not there is a difference in the way

famìJ-ies in ttrese categori,es use medical facilitíes.

The C_gr_t5ol Vali_abJ-es. The literature review for this study

shows that many variables have been found to be operative in the

decision to vísit a aoctor or dentist. These variables are grouped

'according to the model presented in the discussion of hypotheses

for this study. (See Figure 1. ) These variabl-es differ in their

meth-od of indexr'ng. The gplr educatlon, 9SSHEII93¡ and income. of

tJre major deci.sion-maker was obtained directry by inquíry. rn order

to establ-ish the index for þe.alth inf-olnation, questions on reading

habits in relation to heal-ttr care as wel1 as knowledge about health

problems obtained through mass media were used. A cumufative score

on sel-ected items on health information \^ras obtained and trichotomized.

i:

t'
I
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into "highr" "averager" and "lo\nl" categories. Attitudinal- items

about work and doctors were used to construct Guttman type scales

for attitudes toward doctors and work.

T'he Guttman scaling technique is a method intended to measure

the unidimensionality of a variable. If a Guttman tlzpe scale can

be constructed (i.e., if it has a reproducibility coefficient of .90

or greater and the ninimum marginal coeffícient of reproducibility

is .60 or greater) it enables the researcher to consolidate a nufüber

of responses, from which a single score ean.,be derivéd,and.rto',ptrace

:_ :-il: -l

the individuals on an attitude continuum.

TLre fundamental problem in constructing a cuttman tlpe attitude

scale is to select items such that all respondents who answer a given

question affirmatívely have higher ranks than those rvho answer it

negatíve1y. In other vrords these questions are consídered in terms

of how "easy" or how "hard" they are to answer. As Morrison and,

Kristjanson (32) have suggested, "when the items are put in progres-

síve order of difficulty, persons able to ans\^rer a "hard" question

should have been able to aLso answer correctly the preceding easy

items. t'

It should be noted aLso that in dealing with attitudes, correctness

or incorrectness of a response cannot be measured against some yardstick

of objective truth or fact. lhe correct answers in an attitude scale 
',,,,.,.,,,

Ìi'ijlilare merely those which are logically judged to show a greater degree

of the attitude and are given a plus score while incorrect ansr^7ers

show less of the attitude and are gíven *rrrlr" scores (32). In this I
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study those responses which did not show any attitude were considered

to show l-ess of the attitude and were given minus scores. AIso, it

ís not, possible to pre-arrange the items according to order of dif-

ficulty. Items v¡hich are considered to be usefuL for the construction

of the scale are incorporated into the questionnaíre or interview

schedule. The sca1eabílity of these questions is then determined by

arranging the questions ín order of greatest correctly scored to the

least correctly scored responses. A description of the scales, items,

and. reproducíbility coefficients are found in Appendíx A.

D*t_a. Collecting and Prgcsssíng

There was a series of stages in the col]ection and processing

of data for this study. First, the background work was done between

Decer¡ber l-968 and February 11969, when the faculty of Graduate Studies

and Research made funds avaitable. This included a review of literature

deali-ng with health care problems, compilation of the relevant biblio-

graphy, def,inition of the areas to be covered and the preparation of

a draft proposal. The investÌ.gator also made a thorough assessment

pf the intervdeua, schedule used hy Stephens (45! in a similar study.

A number of adjustments were mad.e to his origínal schedule. some of

the questi-ons were eliminated or reworded. The order of questions

![aq also changed ìn -certain cases to give a more 'r ogicar sequence for

this sample. New questions which. we found relevant were added to

give a greater coverage for healttr care measures. fn its final form,

the interview schedule consisted of questions relating to demographic

characteristics of the families, general health care practices, and
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preventive health measures, ethnic affilíations, etc. There was

also a section on income, occupation, educatíon, and property owner-

ship and a section consisting of attitude statements with agree-disagree

response categories. ThÍs section includ.ed items for constructing

Guttman tlpe scales. In all, the schedule consisted of 131 guestions

and statements.

T,he Ìnterviewi¡g was done in March of 1969. Most of it was

conducted by the third year medÍcal sociology class from tåe University

of Manitoba. All ttrese students had tal<en part in a training program

which was designed to equip them with knowledge of the techniques

of interviewing, e.g.r handling of ínterview sched.ules, creation

of the "interview sítuationr" refusals, call-backs' etc. The in-

vestigator \^7as heavily involved in this training program. The interview

schedules were administered on the face-to-face basis¡ each one lasÈing

a little over 45 rn-lnutes. The questions were asked by the interviewer,

who indicated the answers on the schedule. Interviewers were given

a letter of introduction, which briefly discussed the objectives

of the study to be presented to respondenùs. (See Appendix.)

The data f¡om the ínterview schedules were coded by the

investigator. The codes were then punched on fBM cards. For this

part of the operation, the professional services of the computing

center of the University of Manitoba were obtained. The processing

and indexing of variables for analysis also was carried out with

the help of the computíng center.

S_tatis_tical Approach. As in most socíological studies, the

variables examined in thiis research are primarily non-quantitatíve

,li:
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in character. ÍLrerefore the data collected were analyzed by a

contingency approach. As Hagood (18) points out, "The method of

contingency is more useful in sociological- research than in other

more advanced fields of research where d.evices for precise measure-

ment have been developed to afford data of quantitåtive variabl_e

type on a greatêr proportion of the phenomena of interest.,' The

chí square test of independence is applied in all cases to determine

whether or not a sigmificant associatíon is implied between the

variables

As already mentioned, the analysis of ttre infr-uence of the

control variables is carried out to clarify any positive relationships

that exist between these variabl-es and utilizatíon of professional

medical services. one can controL for variables such as income or

age while investigating the relationship between having health in-

surance and utilization of professional medical services. fn order

to control for age, for instance, one can look at those family heads

39 years and beIow, 40-64 years, and 65 years and over, respectively.

rf the relationship is found to hold for arl the categories of the

age variable, then \^7e can say that it generally holds controlling

for age. controlling for these variables not only provides a more

rigorous test for our hlpothesis, but may also lead to additional

insights íf the relationship is found to differ from one category

of the control variable to ttre next.

lllrere one or more of the expected frequencies in the cont,ingenoy

tables are 5 or less, yaters correctíon for continuity is applied to
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each computed chi-square. In the 2 x 2 table, correction is made

by subtracting .5 from the observed frequencies in order to reduce

the magnitude oË ¡¡2.

Limil't-tþns of lhe Stuql

The most serious l-imitatíon of this study is the smallness of

cases for certain categories. Íhis places a limitation on our

statistical analysis and conclusíons in certain cases, as a result

of small ce1l frequencies. For example, there are not enough cases

of famílies covered by "medium" and. "limited" plans and those who

do not have health insurance when controlring for age and income.

we were, thereforer compelled to collapse some of these categoríes

to allow statistical anarysis. Thís gross categorization is not

without, effect on our concrusíons. l'Ie recognize íts rímitations.

secondlyr our sample was drawn mainly from urban areas. our

findings may, therefore, be pecuLiar characteristics exhibited by

urban dwellers. Our conclusions and generalízations should, therefore,

be taken wíth great caution.

I i-:.:,,,r
i ,r ',:ì
¡iii.:i¡ ::i.
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CHAPTER ITI:

UTILTZATTON OF PROFESSIONAL MEDTCAL SERVTCES

FOLLOVÍTNG THE APPEAR.ANCE OF SYMPTOMS OF ILLNESS

BY POSSESSTON OF HEATTH INSURANCE

The main objective of this study as already stated is to determine

íf indeed there is any relationship between the use of professional

medical sêrvíces and: having heatth insurance. Ability to pay for

professional- medicar servíces is no longer monopolized by the well_-

to-'do. ftre increased ability to pay can come to an individual as

part of his 'package'' of fringe benefits, or as a direct result of

his contributions in t?re form of health insurance premiums. rt

may also be a part of other privileges such as the veteransr

privileges, mottrers' alrowances, or we]fare programs to the rndians,

the aged or the disa-bled. rn arl of these cases, the payment for

health care may be due largely to our increasing belief that inability

to pay for medical services on a fee-.for-.service basis should not

prevent anyone from receiving the medical attention he needs (ss).

such benefit plans do increase ability to pay and remove the "fin-
ancial- barrier" between the potentíal patient and his doctor, thus

increasing the likelihood of getting him or his family into the

treatment cycle.

[,:.1,1: '" -

I':.:'l

rn this study t}e health insurance index has been derived from
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reported possession of health insurance, excluding Medicare. sínce

our data were collected before the Medicare program was initiated

in Manitoba' none of our respondents reported having such ínsurance.

Utílization of professional_ med.ical services following ap-

pearance of slzmptoms of il-lness, our dependent variable, has been

measured by an index composed of reported symptoms and visits to

doctor ín response to these symptoms among family members. The

index is a measure of the fam:iIy's response to irrness rather than

the behaviour of the respondent alone.

A number of respondents reported no symptoms. fhese famities

were categorized as "high" or "lo\n/" utilizers of medical services

by using their responses to selected ítems from the schedule indicating

a tendency to visit a doctor. These items were (l) visit of family

members to docÈor in the previous year, (2) having a regular family

doctor, (3) reported physical check-ups, (4) reported dental check-ups,

and (5) reported action in response to colds. Ttre cumulative index

scale resulting from t]re scores on these items was dichotomozed to

enable us to place these 29 families in the medical services index.

Ttrose who scored above the median were placed "high" and those below

the medían \¡rere placed in the "1or¡r" utilization group. Tt¡us, there

wete 22O in the "high" utílization group and 85 in the "1or¡,2" utilizatíon

group. Ttris discrepancy ín the numbers may be a result of a generally

increasing a\¡Tareness of the need to go to ttre doctor following sympùoms

of illness. rt could also be the effect of the large urban sampre.

Such samples in previous studies have been found to show a high tendency

to initiate medical care, (2L) and (45).
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The hypothesis tested here is:

'.,_.----.-.'There is a posítive relati.onship betwéel
Bossession of health insurance and util-
ization of professionaf medicaL services
foll_olliJr-g.gggploms oF itlrie?F; _ -

Our findings shown in Tabl-e 1 beLow generally support this hypo-

thesis. Using the .05 alpha level, the chí-square value of 13.49

indicates a statistically significant rerationship between having

health insurance and the use of doctor's services following the

appearance of symptoms of íllness.

TABLE 1. UTILIZATTON OF PROFESSTONAL MEDICAL SERVTCES BY POSSESSTON
OF HEALTH INSURÀNCE

Possession of Healttr Insurance
Comprehensive Medium Limited None

Utilizatíon of
Professíonal
Medical Services

Percent of
Sample

6s 90 47

35 t0 53

High

Low

Total %

76

24

100 100 r00 100
N: (2I4) (37) (2o) (34)

x2 = 13.49 pd.ot d;f; = 3

The data show that ttrose families who are subscribers to health :..1,:1,¡';,

;.,':., .::;:

insurance, irrespectíve of type of p1an, have a greater tendency to

go to the doctor when family members experience symptoms of illness

than do non-subscribers. seventy-six percent of subscríbers to the

comprehensive plan, 65 percent of medium, and 90 percent of the limited
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group are high utilizers of professional medical services, while only

47 percent of the non-subscribers are found to be high initiators

of professional medical care.

A closer look at the data reveals that utilízation varies wittr

type of insurance plan. This validates the findings of prior stud.ies

where Darsky et al. (Il) ín their study of the Windsor plan observed

a similar phenomenon. Hor^rever, a stríking finding in our present

study is the higher tend.ency shown by ttrose covered by the limited

plan to utilize professional medical servíces more than the subscribers

to comprehensive plan. This finding may be an artifact of the smal1

number ín ttre "limited" group, the urban nature of the sample, or

that, for our sample, a threshold of ability to pay as provided under

the limited plan is sufficient to get them into the treatment cyc1e.

Another possibility is that benefits or services covered by the limited

plan are likely to be those needed more than the ancillary services

covered by the comprehensive plan. This aspect has not been investigated

in the present study. rt suggests a fruitfur area for investigation.

Although families without any health insurance tend to visit the

doctor less than the subscribers, our d.ata show that alnost half of

this group are high initiators of professional medical care. This

índicates that,, for a substantiar proportion of this group, not having

healttr insurance may not be a hindrance in seeking medical services.

Ttrese fa¡n:ities are also likely to use the hospital and out-patient

clinic services which are covered by the Manitoba Hospital plan, a

compulsory plan in ttre province of Manitoba which has not been con-
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sidered in this study. The finding does ind.ícate that the majority

of families in the sample are high utilizers which may be indicative

of a generally íncreasing use of professÍonal medicat services.

The findings may also be the result of the large urban sample. The

literature on the utíl-ization of health practices has generally reported

differences between urban and rural settings. Hoffer (21) and Stephens

(45) have suggested that urban samples often show a far greater tendency

to intitiate professional med.ical care largely because of availabilíty

of health resourcer the prevarence of modern hearth care norms, and

information about and ttre opportunity to utílize mod,ern health facilíties.

GENERAL HEALTH PRACTTCES AND POSSESSTON OF HEALTH INSURANCE

Ttre data presented in the previous section show that persons or

families who subscribe to health insurance are more likely to vísit

a doctor when they experience symptoms of illness than the non-

subscribers. This fact indícates that persons without health insurance

are less likely to care for their heatth in an adequate manner. rn

this section we shall deaL with the ways in which non-subscribers to

health insurance differ from the subscribers in terms of general health

practices.

Several items have been selected in this study as indicators of

generar hearth practices. These are (r) having a regular famíly

doctor, (2) ttre average number of physical check-ups, and (3) the

average number of dental check-ups.

Having- g, R.e_gular Famí_ly_ Doctor.

one of the most important factors which wilL make people have c1ose

': ;::,- !'

1...-,



contact with a particular doctor is their ability to pay for his

services. The cost of medical care where such services have been

only partially supported by provincial or federal funds is high (31).

Therefore' health insurance which may reduce the financial burdens

of famil-íes seeking health services is likely to determine whether

or not a person should have a regurar family doctor whose services

the members can seek in the face of health problems. lrte theoretically

state the non-subscribers to health insurance are less rikely to

have regular family doctor than the subscribers. our findings are

presented in tåe table below.

TABLE 2. HAVING A REGULAR FAMTLY DOCTOR BY POSSESSION OF HEALTH TNSURANCE.

Possession of Healttr fnsurance
Comprehensive Medium Lirnited None

47

Having a Regular
FamLlL Doctor

Yes

No

Total å

a9

Je
100

Percent of
Samr:leÆ

78 100 73

,22 0 27

100 100 I00
N: (212) (37) (2o) (34)

X2 = 13.81 p¿.01 d.f. = 3

The data presented ín Table 2 indicate that there is statistically

significant relationship between having health insurance and maintaining

a regular relationship with a doctor. rhere are several possible ex-

planations to ttris relationship. The operation of health insurance

calls for having a regular doctor of one's choice. The ad.ministrative
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work involved in paying a doctor by the health insurance agencies is

complex. Tt is convenient for both subscribers and health insurance

agencies as well as for doctors if such a relationship ís maintained.

Persons with health insurance are also higher utilizers of doctorsr

services. Ihis relationshíp was established in ttre previous section.

A regular relationship will give the doctor an insight into the

healttt needs of the family and will enable him to folLow the health

history of ttre family. rt makes it possíble for the doctor to offer

his services effectively and for the family to benefit, from such

services. A consistent relationship with a doctor may also change

the relationship from a purely business-like to a personar one. Family

members may feel free to consult and seek professional ad.vice on

health matters. our data show that 38 percent of our sample prefer

a doctor to be a personal friend. Fifty-nine percent of these

Índicate that they feel free to consult a doctor when ttrey have a

problem, and they get better attention than if Èhe relationship were

purely business-Iike. The non-subscribers are more likery to use

the hospital and out-patient departments which do not require having

a regular family doctor.

A closer look at the table will reveal that 75 percent of the

non-subscribers indicate having a regurar family doctor. Tvro

possibilities are díscussed below. First, there are several possible

explanations to ttrís observed phenomenon. Ttre non-subscribers in

our sample come largely from the urban area. This increases their

opportunities of contacting a doctor for certain emergencies.

These respondents mùght have regarded such a doctor whom they

have visited infrequently as their family doctor. second, ttre
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respondents may have falsety indicated that they have a famíly

doctor. In this age wlren "professional medicine" Seems to have come

to everyone it may seem shameful to report no regular relationship

with a doctor. Lack of funds and limited research time however, did

not permit a check on this, even tåough the name of the docüor was

indicated.

Reporled Physical_ Checl-<-Ups

Health insurance benefits include physical cheek-ups at least

once a year. V'Ïe assume that possession of health insurance would

influence the way families seek and obtain physical check-ups. In

this section we shall relate the reported physical check-ups to

health insurance.

: ì:-- .1: :i

The respondents were asked to indicate how often members of

their families have physical check-ups. The average number of re-

ported check-ups for all the family members was computed. This

was used as an indicator of t?¡e frequency of physical check-ups for

each fanuily. This was then divided into three categories of "never",

"once a year", and ttbvice or more a year", and was related to having

health ínsurance.

Since health insurance benefits cover physical check-ups at

least once a year for those under medium and comprehensive plan, it

would appear that health insurance would be an important factor in

determining the way families obtain physica''l check-ups. our data

show that there is no difference in our sample between subscribers

andnon.subscriberstohea]thinsuranceintermsofphysica1check-ups.

when the chi-square with Yaters correction for continuity was applied, 
,.,.,,,..,,.,,
i.ì.¡.irÌ.;;::
i, ì:Iì;:i:::ì:i'
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no significant relationship was found. lfe therefore reject the

assumption. A close observation of the data presented in ttre table

will reveal that a higher percentage of our sample reported having

physical check-ups at least once a year.

TABLE 3. REPORTED PHYSTCAL CHECK-UPS BY POSSESSION OF HEALTH TNSURANCE.

Possession of Health Insurance
Comprehensive Medium Limited None

Reported Physical
CheSJ<:Upis_ __

ttrice or more a year

Once a year

Never

Total %

L4

77

9

100

Percent of
js.aJlI)le

11

86

3

lo0

15 18

75 70

10 \7
100 100

N: (2t4) (37) (20 ) (L2)

x2 = L.66 P=NS d.f. = 6

Seporteg Dental CþecJg-Uf s

Health insurance benefits do not include dental care. Ho\^rever,

we assumed that possessing health insurance would increase the use

of medical services. Those who receive good medical care might also

demand better dental care. Ttris assumption being correct, we would

e>çect that families

would be more likely

or

to

individuals who have health insurance coverage

go for dental check-ups than those who do

not have any coverage.

To obtain an index of this variable, the average number of

reported. dental check-ups for ttre family mernbers was computed. The
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index hras then divided into three groups of "twice or more a yearrr,

"once a yearrr, and "never". These \^/ere used as indicators for the

frequency of dental check-ups¡ and were ielated to health insurance.

TABLE 4. REPORTED DENTAL CHECK-UPS BY POSSESS]ON OF HEALTH INSURANCE.

Possession of Health Insurance
Comprehensive Medium lrimited None

Reported Dental
9Leck-Ups _

T\¡lice or more a year

Once a year

Never

Total z

20

63

_u
100

Percent of
, Sampje

I
76

1ç_

100

309
55 68

100 100
N: (2L4) ( 37) (20 ) ( 34)

X2 = 5.42 P=NS d.f.=6

The data presented ín Table 4 do not support the hypothesis. When

the chi-square with Yate's correction for contínuity sras applied no

statistically significant relationship was found between having health

insurance and dental check-ups. However, percentages shovl that greater

proportion of families ín the sample visit dentists at least once a year.

The above findings show that a good proportion of every group

gets to the doctor for treatment or for preventive health care. The

findíngs do indicate also that a high percentage of the sampJ-e places

great importance on physical and dental check-ups. This tendency ís

strengthened by the data obtained on attitudes toward. preventíve

medicíne. Eighty-six percent of the comprehensíve category, eighty-one

::r,!i,
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percent of the medium and seventy-five percent of the límited groups

disagreed wít.l. the statement "Physd-cal check-ups are a waste of time

and money", while about seventy-four percent of non-,subscribers to

health insurance disagreed with the statement. This findíng indicates

a general predisposition toward preventive hearth care. As we have

already mentioned, this may be a reflection of the prevalence of modern

health care norms and. the information about a¡d the opportunity to

utilize modern health facilÍties.
¡._

'-.r'-.1



CHAPTER IV:

RELATTONSH]P BETWEEN UTILIZATTON OF

PROFESSIONAL MEDTCAL SERVTCES AND

53

SELECTED VARTABLES

Having health insurance seems to motivate people to visit a

doctor when symptoms of illness appear. Ttrís relationship between

utilization of professional medÍca1 care was establíshed in the

previous chapter. As already stated, however, there are a number of

factors which may influence the decision to visit a doctor. Ttre

relationship of these factors to the use of professional medical

services was hypothesized in Chapter ÏÏ. Ïn this section, we shall

relate such factors as income, amount of health information, age'

attitudes toward doctors, attitudes toward work' occupation and levef

of education of the chief decision maker in the family to the use

of professional medical services.

UTTLIZATTON OF PROFESSTONAL MEDICAT, SERVTCES

AND REPORTED TNCOME OF FAMILY HEAD

One of the most ímportant factors which will bring an individual

or a family into tfie treatment cycle is money. The cost of medical care

where such services are partially provincially or federally supported

is high. Income therefore is likely to determine, to a great extent,

the pattern of utitization of professíonal medical services. Vfe

suggest that high income persons or families are more likely to use

i:,

r: r :::,:
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medical- servíces than low income families.

From Table 5 (a), it can be observed that families that report

incomes over $5'OOO per year differ very little in ttre way they 
r,ì, ,,,,,,,,,,

utilize professional medical services. The data show that over 80 :: :: --

percent of the families in each income group above $5,000 are high

initiators, while about 55 percent of families in each income bracket 
,.,..,..;,.i.,,.:":.,.

below $5,ooo fall in the high initiation group. Ítre chi-square for ;:'.¡r::, ;;

':..:',,
the relatíonship between reported income and utilization of professional

i ii.',.,'arr't
medical services is statistically significant beyond .oo1 revel of i'' " '

probability.

These findings compare closely with findings of prior studies.

Kriesberg et_ el. (25) found that "as family income increases from

below $ZTOOO a year to over $7rOOO a year, so does the percentage

of families seeking medical and dental care.', Andersen (2) also

found that medical and dental care increased with income. As he

pointed out, however, the disparity between income levels in terms

of doctor and dentist visits has been decreasing over the last

two or three decades. Our findings seem to show that for our

sample, there is very little difference in the use of medical

facilities for financial reasons among all but the two lowest

income groups.

| -:. ' |.-::
l. . . :: .:'
l:-l..-..i:r,ir

Í! ì:: r',' ' l:
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TABLE 5. UTTLTZATION OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SERVTCES BY REPORTED INCOME

OF FAMTLY HEAD.

,__ _ Repo_Ltgd Lncome _over $o,ggg- $s,ggg- $4,ggg- Below
$7 | 0.oo $6{ ooo $5 r0oo $3 r 5oo Ss, soo

(a), Utilization of Percent of
Professional Sample
Medical Services

High

Low

Total s"

80 81 81 55 54

"2a le re ls ls
100 100 100 100 r00

N: (112) (43) (44) (4r¡ (48)

.,2¿,' = 19.15 P{6.001 d.f . = 4

ANNUAL TNCOME BELOW $51000

PossessLon of Health Insurance
Comprehensive None or Partial

þ) Udfization of Percent of
Profess,ional Sample
Medical ServÍces

High

Low

Total %

63

37

100

48

,52
100

N: (47) (48)

X2 = 2.2 P(..20 d.f .,= 1
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TABLE 5. UTILTZATION OF PROFESSÏONAL MEDICAL SERVICES BY REPORTED
TNCOME OF FAMILY HEAD

ANNUAL TNCOME $5,000-$6,999

Possessíon of Health Insurance
Comprehensive None or Partial

(c) Utilization of Percent, of
Professional Sample
Medical Services

High

LohT

Total å

B5

15

70

30

1,' :r -.

t,::. :

100 100
N:

x2 = 2.4 P1.2o d.f . = 1

ANNUAL TNCOME OVER $7,000

Possession of Health Insurance
Comprehensive None or Partial ir::i:-.:

(d) Utilization of Percent of
Professional Sample__
Medical Services

High

Lo\^I

Total z

77

23

r00

91

_9
100

N: (90)

x2=0.92 p=NS d.f.=r-

l'¡]rirr. a
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A positive relationship between having health insurance and

utilization of professional medical servÍces has already been estab-

lished. fn order to further clarify the nature of Èhe relationship

between the d.ependent and independent variables ¡ and between the

dependent variabl-e health ínsurance and income, an analysis controlling

for income is necessary.

Parts (b) and (c) of Table 5 show that, for lower and midd]e

income families, having health insurance seems to be a significant

factor in utilizing professional medical services. For Èhese two

groups, higher percenùages of those with comprehensive coverage

tend to visit a doctor while lower percentages of partial and non-

subscribers consul-t a physician. But these differences only approach

significance at the ,20 level as shown by the X2 va1ue.

Part (d) of Table 5 shows that for those above $71000 having

heatth insurance does not seem to be relevant to the way they utilize

medical facitities. Ninety-one percent of the partÍaI and non-sr.lbscribers

are hígh imitators while 77 percent of those wíth comprehensive insurance

are high inítiators. TLris suggests that while health ínsurance may give

some impetus to lower and middle íncome farníIíes to seek medical services

as parts (b) and (c) indicate, for higher income families in our sample

hearth ínsuùance seems to be írrelevant because they can afford to pay

for such services for their íncome.

The a,bove findings suggest that the apparent relationship between

health insurance and utilization of medical services does not really

seem to be supported by the data. The original hypothesis that health

iì::ìir:::ì¡
1. , ,:::: .ì: .
ì:-_ .:r::tl

l_ j'
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insurance and utilization are highly related tends to fall apart

und.er the influence of income. rncome seems to be a more ímportant

factor than health insurance in deciding to use professional medical

services. For our sample, therefore, the influence of health insurance

seems to be secondary to the influence of íncome.

UTTLÏZATÏON OF PROFESSTONAL MEDTCA], SERVICES AND AGE

Professional medical services are increasingly becorning available

to every family as a result of medical insurance and other welfare

progräms. ït would seem, thereforer that most families would take

advantage of these opportunities. However, it has been observed that

not every family makes use of these opportunities. Stephens (45)

suggests that families headed by older persons who are also the chíef

decision-makers, for example, have shown l-ess tendency to utilize

professional medical services. some of the reasons given for this

observed phenomenon are that old persons have often based. their

decisions to initiate health care on informatíon not appropriate to

the modern medícal situation. older persons are also likely to suffer

from chronic diseases with multiple but well-understood. symptoms. other

researchers have discovered them to be less educated and more parochíal

in their outlook. These factors, which have al-so been found to be

related to low utilization of professional medical care, suggest that

families headed by older persons are less likely to visit a doctor when

ilLness occurs than famílies headed by youngeï persons (45).

Families headed by older persons are less
likely to use professional med.ícal ser-
yl.c_e s_ th an. t]r os e _he aåe { }J J oun ge r pe rF on s .
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TABLE 6. UTILTZATTON OF PROFESSIONAL MEDTCAL SERVTCES BY AGE OF THE
FAMÏLY HEAÐ

't

Age of the Family Head
65 years and over 64-40 years 39 years-below

(a) Utitization of Percent of
ProfessionaL sample
Medical.Services

| .. _'... iltt,,

ì:::: l::lHígå

. Low

Total %

42

*:s
100

7B

,22

100

70

30

100

''::l

N: (31) (r4e) ( 114)

x2 = 15.18 pA.ool ð..f. = 2

AGE 39.YEARS AND BELOI{

Possession of Health fnsurance
Comprehensive None or Partial

(b) Utilization of Percent of
Professional Sample
Medical Services

4ish
Low

Total ?

72

2A

100

65

35

100
N: . (83) ( 31)

x2=0.65 p=NS d.f.=r-
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TABLE 6. UT]LIZATTON OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SERVTCES BY AGE OF
THE FAMILY HEAD

AGE 64 - 40 YEARS

Possession of Health lnsurance
Comprehensive None or Partia]

(c) Utilization of
Professional
Medical Services

Percent of
Ç-amP.le

High

Low

Total %

81

_19

100

73

2T

100
N: (106 ) (43)

2x 0. 40 PS=NS d.f. = L

AGE 65 YEARS AND OVER

Possession of HeaLth Insurance
Comprehensíve None or Partial

Utilization of
Professional
Medical Services

High

Lo\¡I

Total %

Percent of
Sample _

l:,1 ..,

t,: :
:.

t - .::

47

53

100

28

.72
100

N: (17) (74)

X2 = o.4o PS=NS d.f. = l-
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TLre relationship between age and util-izatíon of professional

medical services is established in part (a) of Table 6. The chi-

square value indicates t?rat there is a positive relationship between

age and utilization of professional medical services. Irfi:ile 70

percent of families with old.er heads fall in the high initiator

category.

The data in parts (b), (c) and (d) show that health insurance does

'''j ì i'

not seem to be a significant variable in the way families utifize

professíonal medical services, controlling for age. The original

hypothesis that health ínsurance and utilization of med.ical services

are highly related ís now largely in doubt due to the effect of income

and age. These variables seem to be more important than health in-

surance in the individual deciding to use medical services. Further

analysis to determine which of the three variables really accounts

for the observed. variation has not been made in thís research. Further

research is needed to clarify this relationship.

UTTLIZATION OF PROFESSÍ.ONAL MEDICAL SERVTCES AND HEALTH
TNFORMATION

Families in which the head or the chief decísion-maker has greater

knowledge about health problems aïe also likely to be families which

easily define slmptoms as requiríng a doctor's attention. This is

because increased knowledge may lead. to increased realization of the

existence of health problems ¡ and the understanding of ttrese problems

(I4). Families with a fund of health informatíon are likely to be more

concerned with symptoms because these symptoms will have greater meaning

i ' ,".'i ,:
r' : ._. '.i
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l{;il:{!

l jir":';

to them.

The index of healttr information vras obtained from the respondents I

replies to questions about knowledge of specific diseases and some

of ttre serious illnesses which afflict persons in the Canadian society.

Amount of time devoted to watching television, listening to radio

and reading magazines and newspapers was also used in the index. In

doing this, the aut?ror assumed that many famities receive many kínds

of information from the mass media including health information. Many

televísion stations, for example, have prograrunes or information a.bout

symptoms which are indicators of serious illnesses. Columns and advert-

isements in newspapers and magazines also provide fruitful sources of

informatíon on heatth matters. The famíly which makes greater use of

these sources of information is likely to possess greater knowledge

about health care problems than the family which does not.*

Families or individuals with a greater
amount of health information are likely
to use professional medical services more
than those who do not possess such infor-
mati_o-l_. .-- _ -

The chi-square value of 1.04 at.05 level shows that there is

no significant relationship between health information and utilization

of professional medícal services on the appearance of symptoms of i11-

ness. We therefore reject the hypothesis.

**r=" 
media use as an operational measure of health information

has been used wídely in other utilization studies. See, for example'
Stephens, 99. CLt-.

ì:f:
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TABLE 7. UTILTZATTON OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SERVTCES BY AMOUNT OF

HEALTH TNFORMATION.

Health Information
High Average Low

Utilization of
Professional
Medíca1 Services

High

Low

Total %

Percent of
Samr¡Ie

78 68 73

22 32 _2J

100 100 100
N: (40) (80) (184)

x2=L.o4 p=NS ð,.f.=2

A closer look at the table7 however, shows that while 73 percent

of families with low heáltJ. information are high initiators of pro- 
i
:

fessional medical care, 78 percent of familíes with high health infor- 
l

I

mation are found in this category. This difference is small, accounting
i

for the insignificant relationshíp found. This finding presents an .-iiì..
i -,: : ¡-:

interesting comparíson with prior studies. Stephens (45) found that 
:,,.,.1-
:.a, ,.,::

three-quarters of the families that have 'high' information are high

inítiators and only 56 percent of the '1or¡r' information group are

high initíators.
l::ì::_

Vltrile health information may be a relevant factor in getting i¡.1;'lt

people into the treatment cycle in some areas, ê9. , predominantly

rural areas, it may not be a relevant factor among a predominantly
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urban sample such as vre studied. Our sample may have been exposed

to a rapid change in value systems which characterizes urban centres.

There are also many factors such as availability of professional

med.icaf practitíoners, health institutions and so on. These may

counteract lack of information about health problems. The índiv:iduals tt,,:,:'
'^ :t-:-:_-

or fanr:ilies are therefore not as likely to differ in the way they

use medical services despite dífferences in health information. A

comparative study exploring this area would be useful . -.:t::
,-:,:r,l:

:.:.:; 1 :

LEVEL OF EDUCATTON OF FAM]LY HEAD :::.:,

A good formal educatíon has many advantages. These include a

creation of a\^¡areness in the educated person and exposure to veritable

resources for problem-solving including health problems. Formal

education also gives a more general knowledge about health problems,

a more favourable outlook toward a scientific approach to health care,

and quite often a greater ability to pay. Thus equipped, the more

educated family head ís more likely to recommend. a visit to a doctor

when a fanuily member experiences symptoms of illness.

Families who have heads with higher :,i,.
education are more likely to utilize 1i,::;professional medical services than ,t.:,:
those families whose heads have low- .,,'.,.,
er education.

Our data in Table 8 indicate no statistically signifícant re-

lationship between education and utilization of professional medical

services.

An observation of ttre data presented in the table, however, shows

that the percentage of families who are high initiators increases with

64

I : r.-':r

i:": i';
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increase in the leve1 of education attained by the head of the family.

our findings are in a predicted direction although statistically non-

significant.

TABLE 8. UTTL]ZATION OF PROFESSTONAL MEÐTCAL SERVTCES BY EDUCATTONAL
LEVEL ATTATNED BY HEAD OF FAMILY

Educational Level
None or Some High College
Grade Hígh School"
School School Graduate

Utilízation of
Professional
Medical Services

Hí9h

Lo\,r

Tota1 %

Percent of
j_+npr.

64 70 74 81

36 _30 26 12

100 100 100 100
N: (s6 ) (es ) (e4) (60 )

x2=2.63 p=NS d.f.=3

UTILIZATION OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL SERVICES AND ATTITUDES TO}IARD DOCTORS

Usually a person has a choice in what he does about his health.

Before a patient presents himself at a d.octor's office or clinic,

many questions will have gone through his mind. There are a number

of values and attitudes that may influence such a choice of what to

do about a personrs healttr. Hypotheses relating attitudes to the use

of professional medical services hTere stated in Chapter II. These

include attitudes toward doctors and attitudes toward work.

The respondents \¡¡ere asked to agree or disagree with a number of
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attitude statements about doctors and health institutions. Out of

these, six items were selected for the construction of Guttman scales

of posítive attitudes toward doctors. This produced a seven-point

scale which was collapsed into three parts by grouping types five

and six, three and four, and zero, one and tr.¡o (See Appendix) .

Thus we have a three leve1 scale of tfavourable,, ,avêrage,, and

'unfavourable' attitudes. Tlris scale was used Ëo test our hypothesis

that a favourable attiËude toward doctors would lead to a visit to

a doctor when symptoms of illness occur.

The individual or fam:ily with a favourable
attitude toward doctors and dentists tends
to utilize professional medical services
more readily than those who do not have
such attitud.es toward doctors.

Table 9 summarizes the fíndings for the sample. V{hen the chi-

square was applied there was no statistically significant relationshíp

between levels of attítudes in terms of the use of doctor's services.

Although the data are ín the predicted dírectÍon, the differences are

small. accounting for the non-significant relationship. This suggests

that for this sample whether the person is favourably predísposed to the

doctor or not, he is like1y to seek his services \^/hen the need arises.

(Table 9 outlined on next page)
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TABLE 9. UTILIZAT]ON OF

TOVíARD DOCTORS

PROFESSTONAL MEDICAL SERVICES BY ATTITUDES

Attitudes Toward Ðoctors
Favourabfe Average Unfavourable

Utilization of
Professional
Medical Servíces

High

Low

Total %

74

26_

100

Percent of
,ir*plg

70

_39
100

62

?8_

100
N: (le8) (70) ( 37)

x2 = 2.O5 P=NS ð,.f.. = 2

UTILTZATTON OF PROFESSTONAI SERVICES AND ATTITUDES TOVüARD WORK

If work is an important valuer âny recommendation Lo take time off

on doctor's orders may be viewed with disfavour in terms of interference

with normal work activitíes.

The individual or family that has favourable
attitudes toward work tends to utilize pro-
fessional medical services less readíly than
Sros_eJuþo-99 pot hÈv,e jsgch et'_ti-Ïudss._ .-

The data presented. in Tabte 10 below do not support this hypothesis.

When the chi-square test of significance was applied, there was no

statísticaIly significant relationship between attitudes toward work

and utilization of professional medical services. In fact, there is no

trend at all for the hypothesis. Vfe therefore reject the hypothesis.
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TABLE 10. UTTLTZATTON OF PROFESSÌONAI MEDTCAL SERVICES BY
ATTITUDES TOVÍARD VIORK.

Attitudes Toward. !üork
Favourable Average Unfavourable

Utilization of
Professional
Medical Services

High

Low

Total %

72

28

100

Percent of
Sample

72

28

100

72

28

100
N: (16e ) (3e) (oa ¡

X2 = 0.03 P=NS ð,.f.=2

UTILIZAT]ON OF PROFESSTONAI MEDTCAL SERVICES AND OCCUPATTON OF FAMTLY
HEAD

Vihile attitudes toward hrork \^rere not found. to be related to

utilization of professional medical services, it is also possíble

that occupational values and occupations are two quite different

things. Therefore, the respondents in the sample were asked to

indicate the type of occupation they were in the previous year. Ttris

was related to the use of medical services.

There is a positive relatíonship between
. occupations of head of family and utiLization

of prgf_essiot]_a1-_$e_Ëca1 servicgå. 
-

Table 11 shows that the relationshíp between occupation and

j..:. I :'l
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utilization of professional medical care services approaches signi-

ficance as shown by the x2 value at .10 level. This suqgests that

there is a difference in the way fanr-llies in the different occupa-

tional categories utilize medícal services followíng the appearance

of symptoms of illness.

A closer look at the table reveals that while 79 percent of

the professionafs and 74 percent of the white collar workers are

high utilizers, 59 percent of the unskilled workers fafl in ttris

group. The d.ata are in the predicted direction and support the

findings of prior studíes: for example, Van Steenwyk (55), who

found that professional and white collar workers tend to visit

doctors and dentists more than the blue colfar workers i who for

fear of loss of time and income are more reluctant to visit a

doctor wtren they are sick. Fifty-three percent of the 'unemployed'

are also found in the high-utilizatÍon group. A high proportion of

the retired persons, perhaps, accounts for this high percentage.

TABLE 11. UTILTZATION OF PROFESSTONAL MEDTCAL SERVICES BY OCCUPATTON
OF F.AI4ILY HEAD*

Occupation of Family Head
Profes- Vlhite Skilled Un-
sional Collar Skilled

Armed No Occu-
Forces pation

Utilization of
Prof,ess.ionaL
'Médfcäl sérvices

High

Low

Total %

Percent of
-S_e$ple

59

4I
100

.l';'79

2I_

100

74

26

100

79

3L_

100

7q

:!5_
100

53

4-7_

100
N: (63) (8e ) (se ) (32 ) (Ie ¡ ( 3e)

X2 = 10.3L P¿.10 d.f. = 5

* Àaäptè¿ from tüarnerr s Revised Occupational Rating Scale
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Our findings indicate that statistically significa¡t relation-

ships exist between utilization of professional medical services

and income and age. Further analysis controlling for these variables

revealed that these variables have serious effect on the original

hypothesis, thus making it untenable. The influence of health

insurance seems to be secondary to the influence of age and income.

Health information is not found to be a relevant factor in

determining the pattern of initiation of medÍcal care in our sample.

No statistically significant relationship is found between education

and utilization of professional medical services. However, per-

centages are in the predicted direction in support of the hypothesis.

Although the data on utilization of professional medical services

and attitudes toward doctors and dentists are in the predicted dir-

ection, the differences are small accounting for the statistically

insignificant relationship. The hlpothesis that a positive re-

lationship exists between attitudes toward \^rork and the use of

medical facilities is not supported by the findings. The data

do not show any trend. The occupation of the head of the family

is found to be sigmificantly related to the use of professional

medical services suggesting that there is a difference between

fanilies in the way they use med.ical services in terms of occupation.
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CFIAPTER V:

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENERAL

HEALTH PRACTICES AND

A NI.MBER OF VARIABLES

Many factors are likely to influence not only the decision

to visit a doctor on the appearance of symptons of illness but also

general health practices. In this chapter, we shal1 relate a

nurnber of variables to general health measures to determine to

what extent they influence such health rneasures.

Having a R.qgu.lar Pamily Dostor

In order to deternine what factors are likely to contribuie

to the decision to have a regular family doctor, a number of variables

such as incorne, ãEè, health information, education, attitudes

toward doctors, attitudes toward work and occupation of the fanily

head were related to having a regular family doctor. The chi-square

test hlas applied to determine the existence of a relation between

the variables. With the exception of occupation and income where

the chi-square value approaches significance, all other relationships

turned out to be statistically non-significant.

Income is likely to influence a decision to have a regular fanily

doctor. It is our assunption that families in the lower incone

brackets who are also less 1ikely to utilize professional medical

services are less likely to have a regular fanily doctor.
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A somewhat smaller percentage of families in the lower income

group reported having a regular family doctor as compäred with

families in the income group of $7000 and over (less than 85% ín

the under $6000 income groups as agaínst 94z in the high income

b-rackets). The difference ís small and approaches signíficance

as shown by the X2 vaLue for Tab1e 12.

TABLE 12. HAVTNG À REGULAR FÀM]LY DOCTOR BY REPORTED TNCOME OF
FAMILY HEAD

Indóme of Family Head (In Dollars)
Over
7000

6999-
6000

5999-.
5000

4999-
3500

Below 3500

Having a Percent of
_Fjrp1.Regutrar

Fa€lv. Pog-tgr

Yes:

NO

Total %

94

t)

100

90

_4
100

84

16

100

76

2!
100

81

_+g
100

N: O"I2\ (_4s). (.44). (46) (48)

X2 = 9.18 P ¿.10 d.f. = 4

There are several possible: e¡<planations for this lack of great

differences betr¡teen íncome groups. We have already established

that families with. heaLth insurànce tend to have regular family

doctors. Lovr income families are likely to qualify for health

insurance. Data which are not reported here indicate that twenty-

five percent of subscribers in our sample are in the under $SOOO

income group. This is Iikely to increase their possibility of

ij::::jJ
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having a regular faraily doctor since they can afford to pay for

their servíces. Secondly, most lower income families come from

urban areas where a hígher proportion of our sample was drawn.

As .r¡re have already mentioned, this is likely to increase their

opportunities to contact a doctor for certain emergencies. This

doctor might have been regarded as the family doctor. It is also

possible that respondents have falsely indicated having a regular

fanr-ily doctor but lack of funds and limited research time did not

permit a check on this even though the name of the doctor was

indicated.

TABLE 13. HAVTNG A REGUL.AR FAMTLY DOCTOR BY OCCUPATION OF FAM]LY HEAD*

Occupation of Family' Head
Profes- Vlhite Skílled Un- Armed No
síonal Collar Skilled Forces Occu-

pation

Having a
Regular
F-'aqLÞ Dpctgl

Yes

Percent of
F-ÐPr"

88 94 7893 81 74

No7126221926
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 100

N: (63) (e0) (se) (32) (16) (38)

x2 = 11.13 P d.. os d.f.=5

* Adapted from V,Iarner's Revised Occupatíonal Rating Scale

The data presented in Tabl-e 13 indicate that there ís a statistically

sígnificant, relationship between occupation of the family head. and
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having a regular family doctor. Ninety-three percent of the

professional and B8 percent of white-co11ar workers maintain a

regular relationship with a doctor, while 78 percent of the

unskilled workers naintain such relationship with a doctor.

A significant finding, however, is the high proportion of the

skilled workers found to have a regular family doctor. This

percentage is consistent with the percentage of skilled workers

found as high utilizers of professional medical services.

Report-ed Physical Check-Ups. To deternine whether any of

the previous variables influence the decision to obtain physical

check-ups, these variables were related to a physicaL check-up

variable. I4lhen the chi-square test was applied to deternine

whether a relationship exists between the variables, all re-

lationships turned out to be insignificant. In all of these

cases higher proportion of the families in our sample obtainéd

physical check-ups at least once a year.

This observed phenomenon could be a result of the generally

increasing ahrareness of the significance of modern medicine and

preventive health care. This could be seen from the inportance

families in the sanple attach to physical check-ups. When they

were asked to agree or disagree with the statement rtPhysical

check-ups are a waste of tine and noney", 84 percent disagreed

with the statement while only 15 percent agreed. Out of those

who disagreed with the statement 71 percent indicated that

physical check-ups are¡a sure rneans of checking on a personrs health.

irl
::1.'
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Sego-rLeÈ Dentgl che-ck-ups-. fn order to determine whether

incomer âge, amount of health information, fevel of education,

attitudes toward doctors, and dentists and occupation of the

farnily head have any influence on family dental check-ups, a

chi-square test of assocíation was applied. All relatíonships

turned out to be statistically significant with the exceptíon

of attitudes toward doctors and dentists and attitudes toward

work.

TABLE 14. REPORTED DENTAL CHECK-UPS BY ]NCOME OF FAMTLY HEAD

..'. .: ¡.:.:. ¡

fncome of Familv Head (In Dollars)

7000 6000 5000 3500 3500

Reported Ðental
cLçS]:__upS- -

Twice or more

I Year

Once a year

llever

Total %

29

62

_8
100

23

58

_H
100

4

65

30

100

6

73

29

100

Percent of

-f=*]=-
11

69

J9
100

N: (112) (43 ) (4s) (46) (4e)

X2 = 26.02 P,4*.05 d.f. = 8

Denta1 care is not covered by heatth insurance. Income, therefore,

is likely to determine the way persons or famíties seek out and obtain

dental check-ups. We assumed here that farnilies in the higher income

group are more likely to show a greater tendency to visit a dentist.

ì:j:r:i.
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The data presented in Table 14 show that there is a positive

relationship between reported income and d.ental check-ups. This

suggests that there is a level of income below which families

are likely to find it financially difficult to visít a dentist.

Beyond that level, however, families are likel-y to seek the care

they need.

TABLE 15. REPORTEÐ DENTÀL CHECK-UPS BY AGE FÂMTLY HEAD.

Age of Family Head
65 and over 64-40 39 and below

Reported Dental
Check-Ups

T\n¡ice or more
a year

Once a year

Never

Total eo

Percent of
_,rsaTple. _

22 186

52

4I

100

62

16

68

I4
100 100

N: (31)

x2 = I3.I4 p4.05 d.f. = 4

studies have shown that as age increases the proportion of

people actually seeing a dentist decreases (17). Our d.ata show

that while 68 percent of the farnily head 39 years and belowr ârd

62 percent of the family head between 40-64 years indicate that

their family members visit a dentist at least once a year, only

52 percent of the family heads over 65 years índicate visits to

a dentist at least once a year, and as high as 4l percent never

go for dental check-ups, while only 16 percent of age between '.Ìiì j l

:
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40-64 years, and 14 percent of age 39 and below report they never

obtain dental check-ups. These rel-ationships are significant at

.05 level.

TABLE 16. REPORTED DENTAL CHECK-UPS BY AMOUNT OF HEALTH INFORMATTON.

Amount of Health fnformation
Hí9h Average Lov¡

Reported Dental
cLçgl.-upS___

TVice or more
a year

Once a year
Never

Total %

42

49

_J
100
(4L)

Percent of
Sg.mple

2T

64

ls
100
(80 )

12

68

_:9
100

2X- = 17.93 Pü*..05 ð,.f.=4

The assumption here is that persons who have greater information

about health problems are also more Likely to be concerned about

their dental situation. The data as reveale,il in Tabre 16 have sup-

ported this assumption. the x2 value shows that, amount of health

information is sígnifícantly related to d.entar check-ups for our

sample.
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TABLE 17. REPORTED ÐENTAL CHECK-UPS BY EDUCATÍONAI LEVEL ATTA]NED
BY HEAD OF TÀMILY

Educational Level Attained by Famíly Head
None or Some
Grade School High

High College
School- School

Graduate

Reported Denta1
9J:eckauqs_

lf¡¡ice or more
a year

Once a year

Never

Total %

Percent of
jFampte _

:_ :-r t.t' :.t : : - t:

27

55

T7

100

13

74

13

100

5

73

2T

r00

20

67

LZ

100
N: (42) (23) (7s) (s5)

X2 = 10.93
"#.10

d.f.=6

It was assumed here that a positive relationship exists between

level of education and dental check-ups. Vftren chi-square wíth Yate's

correctÍon for continuity was appliêd the rel-ationship approached

significance as shown by the X2 value of Table 17. However, an

examination of the table reveals that there is no trend in the

findings. fihile 27 percent of ttrose family heads wíth none or

grade school, and 13 percent of those \,ríth some high school obtained

dental care twice a year, only 5 percent of high school graduaÈes

and 20 percent of the college graduates reported that they obtaíned

such services. Tn contrast, 17 percent of those with none or grade
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school never had. dental check-ups, 27 percent of high school

graduates did not seek such servíces. The positive relatíonship

found may be due to chance. The majority of families ín our

sample, however obtained dental check-ups at least once a year.

TABLE 18. REPORTED DENTAL CHECK-UPS BY OCCUPATION OF FAMILY HEAD.*

Occupation of Familv'Head
Profes- Vlhite Skilled Un- Armed No
sional Collar Skítled Forces Occu-

pation

Reported Dental
chg-*:u.g; ___

Twice. or more
a year

Once a year

Never

Total %

37 18

54 66

916

Percent of

-ie*91.. -

l9
73

4123
57 69 7r

839l-926
roo loo loo 100 loo 1;

N: (63) (e0) (s0¡ (33) (16) (38)

x2:33.50 P .OO1 d.f. - 10

* Adapted from lVarnerts Revised Occupational Rating Scale i,,;,.,.,r!,',.;-;.,.
;., -.-.::i., : -...t':

.t :,.j,, :,
Vüe hypothesized that dental check-ups will vary positively with ,','.,' ,,'.''-',t','

: : : :t: _

occupation of the head of the family. Our data as shown in Table 18

supports our hypothesis. The chi-square value at the .001 level

indicated that there is a significant relationship between occupation

and dental check-ups for our sample.

Vüith the exception of íncome and occupation, afl other variables

were not found to be significantly related to having a regular family

ir:,::,:: .11':,:::'.-f :::i+i

t: r.:: l- lf i¿ I ,::i iìj iÌ .

i:r-: r:r.l¡t._, a:f,: _

['it :i;,1ì'i |¡¡;;.'.;.;
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doctor. None of the variables was found to be significantly

related to physical check-ups. No factor seens to have any

significant influence on the way families in our sanple seek

out and obtain physical check-ups. 0n the other hand, incorne, 
,:,.:::::,::,,:

age, amount of health infornation, education and occupation of ,', ',,',,", i

the fanily head seen to have a significant influence on

dental care!

There are several possible explanations to this observed i';i';rrì1:, .

difference between physical check-ups and dental care, Health 
t::¡''i":

irj:i.:...:,i:;;:

insurance benefits and other service plans include physical r':':::":Ì::',:

check-ups at least once a year. Dental check-ups are, however,

not included in these benefits and families have to rely on

:their resources to neet the dental care costs. Thus, incorne and 
i

occupation are likely more directly to determine ability to pay 
,

for dental care, and, therefore, the pattern of dental care anong i

:

our sanple. Families are also nore likely to place higher impor- 
,

tance on general health than on dental care. More people are, : .

therefore, 1ike1y to go to the doctor for physical check-ups 
.,'.,,:,,':,,,.,,,in order totrcatch the wrong thingst' to nake thernrrfeel saferr. ::-:::'1.

80
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CHAPTER VÏ:

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Health insurance in its various forms ís a subject of wide

interest in Manítoba at the present time, as indicated by the

recent initiation of a comprehensive medical care plan and the

subsequent decision of the present government Lo attempt to

do away with individual premiums altogether. The widespread

interest in Manitoba is reflected ín other provinces of Canada

and in many countries around the world.

The main purpose of this study was to determine if indeed

there \^/as a positive relationship between possession of healttr

insurance and use of professional medícal services, and, then to

determine to what extent certaín variables which have been said

to affect ínitiation of medical care influence the decision to

visit a doctor in our sample.

The hypotheses predíctíng positive relationships between

these variables were stated in Chapter If of thís study. The

sample consisted of 305 families drawn from Metropolítan Winnípeg

and Altona. fn order to determine the existence of relationship

between the variables, the chi-square test of association with

Yaters correction was applied.
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Ut ilization of Professional Medical Services by Possession of

The hypothesis predicting a positive relationship between

having health insurarce and utilization of professional nedical

services does not really seen to be supported by the data. The

appaïent relationship between health insurance and utilization

of services disappeared when incorne and age of family head were

controlled. These variables seem to be rnore inportant ones

than health insurance in the individual deciding to utilize

nedical services. According to our data, therefore, the in-

fluence of health insurance seem's to be secondary to the influence

of age and income.

The data show that in all the levels of income above $SOOO,

utilizatíon of services is about equal. The differences that do

exist are found in the group of families reporting less than a

$5000 income. These findings confirn the findings of prior

studies where utilization of nedical services have been found to

decrease with a decrease in income (25) (45) (54). This suggests

that there nay be a leve1 of income below which fanilies would

find it financially burdensome to seek nedical care.

Our findings also confirn the hypothesis that there is an

inverse relationship between age of farnily head and utilization

of professional medical services. Fanilies headed by younger

persons were found to show more response to illness than families

headed by older persons. These findings have confirned the
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findings of earlier research which has established that

proportion of persons seeking medical and dental care decreases

with increase in age (45). Further research to determine the

relationship between age and utilization of services controlling
::.-:::_ :.

for income would be a fruitful contribution. ,:,',',1¡',,.,

Having a Regular panily Doctor anjl 9os_ses.sion of Health

fnsurance. Our data indicate that there is a positive relationship

between possession of health insurance and naintaining a regular

family doctor. Persons who have ability to pay for the doctorrs

servíces are rnuch rnore likely to naintain a permanent relationship

with a doctor whose services or advice they obtain regularly.

Families who have a permanent family doctor are nore 1ike1y to

benefit fron his services because he is able to follow the

fanilyts health history closely. The fanily members are also

able to consult him and "feel freeil to seek his advice on health

matters. The conplex adninistrative procedure involved in

paying the nedical practitioners is also 1ikely to necessitate

maintenance of perrnanent relationship between patients and their

doctors. This aspect Inlas not investigated in this research.

Reported Physical and Dental Check-Ups. Our data indicated

that having health insurance is not an inportant factor in

deternining the way families obtain physical and dental check-ups.

0n the whole, however, a large proportion of our sanple did obtain

these services at least once a year. These findings suggest that

there is rgpneral increase in the aulareness of the inportance of

modern medicine. This view is supported by the inportance attahced

;.: \l::'
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to preventive health measures by a large proportion of the

families in our sanple.

lJtilízation of Professional Medical Services by Selected Variables

In order to deternine what influence a number of variables

such as age, incone, anount of health knowledge, education,

attitudes toward doctors and dentists, and occupation have on

the decision to visit a doctor, these variables were related to

utilization of professional nedical services. The chi-square

test with Yaters corîection for continuity was applied to deternine

the existence of relationships. With the exception of incorne

and age, all other relationships were found to be non-significant.

Amount of Health Information and UtiLization of Professional

Medical Services. Amount of health infornation was not found to

be positively related with utilization of professional medical

services. Our findings present a comparison with findings of

prior studies where statisticaLly significant relationships have

been found. This suggests that while health information may be

relevant in getting people into treatnent cycle in some area,

(eg. a predoninantly rural area) it may not be a significant

factor in other areas (eg, an urban area), since there aTe a nurnber

of factors which would overcone the effect of health infornation.

Further conparative study in this area would be a fruitful

contribution.

Education Level and Utilization of Professional Medical Services.

No statistically significant relationship was found between educational

1evel attained by the head of the fanily and utíIization of professional

- ,i

i:r -r
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medical services. our findings are, however, in the predicted

direction. Percentage of hígh initíators decreases with level

of ed.ucation. ifhis suggests that famiries with higher education

are more likely to be higher inítiators of professional medical_

care. The decision maker who has a good education decídes more

often to utilize professional medical services when a family

member has a serious symptom of illness than does the less

ed.ucated person (45) .

Attitudes Toward Doctors and utilizatíon of professional Medical

lçrvícejs. The hypothesis that a positive attitude toward doctors

leads to a higher utilízatíon of professional medical services was

not supported by the findings in the present study. This suggests

that for our sample, the attítude toward doctors has less effect

on the decision to visit a doctor. perhaps, a long trad.ition

of reporting the slightest symptom to the doctor and availability

of medical facilities tend to overcome the effect, of a negatíve

attitude toward doctors

Our data, however, show that a somewhat higher percentage

of famiries with favourable attítudes tend to vísit the doctor

when ill-ness occurs. This suggests that an improvement in the

attitudes toward physícians wirr result in a greater possíbility

of visiting a doctor. Any attempt, therefore, to improve the

physician's 'image', is likely to increase the utilization of

hís servíces.

f:.ii

SggPatíon of_

Medical Services.

the Fanullv Head

-''.#'

a¡d Utílization of Professional

l.

The relationship between utilízation qf professional
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nedical services and occupation of the farnily head approached

significance. The data showed tl'at a higher proportion of pro-

fessional and white-collar workers were much nore like1y to

initiate professional medical care than unskilled and seni-

skilled workers. These findings support the findings of prior

studies where higher pïoportions of professionals and white-

collar workers have been found to initiate nedical care than

the non-professionals (55).

General Health Practices. In order to deternine whether or

not any of the variables we have already nentioned has any

influence on general health practices these variables were

related to three indicators of general health practices. These

were having a regular fanily doctor, physical check-ups and

dental check-ups.

Having a Regular Fanily Doctor an9 lEong. When a chi-square

test of association was applied, all relationships with the exception

of incone and occupation turned out to be insignificant. The

significant relationship found between the incone and having a

regular farnily doctor has strengthened the findings between possession

of health insurance and having a regular farnily doctor. This

confirms our conclusion that ability to pay, to a large extent, frlY

be a relevant factor in deternining whether a person would naintain

a permanent relationship with a doctor. A person who can pay for

a doctor's services is much more likely to naintain a permanent

relationship with a physician than a person who cannot afford to

pay a physician.

.:':..:tt .j:.
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Re!-grted Phy+*Sal"_ chêclt-Ups and Ðgntal_ cLgck-Ups and a NEnber

o! VaríaÞles. No significant rel-ationship was found between

reported physical check-ups and all the variables considered. This

suggests that physicat check-ups are obtained by the majority of

our sample, and no specífic factor seems to be relevant in determíníng

the pattern of physical check-ups in our sample. Às we have already

suggested, familíes in the sample seem to attach great importance

to physical check-ups since ít is the means of making them aware

of their state of health. Ttre majoríty do not regard physical

check-ups as a waste of time and money.

Several factors seem to determine the pattern of dental care

for our sample. 'Sigñí.ficant relationships have been found between

dental check-ups and íncome, â9ê, occupation, education and health

information. This difference between physical check-ups and dental

check-ups seems to suggest ttrat more importance is attached to

physical check-ups than dental check-ups. Families are more likely

to spend. their resources on seeking information about their state

of health which malces t?tem "fee1 better" than on dental care.

Further research, however, would be useful

Suggestions Êor rurlLeå Re,s.earch

The present study, like most research in sociology, has

provided tentative concfusions and confirms the findíngs of

most of the prior researchers. It has also suggested several

areas which need further research and investigation to clarify

some of the differences found between the findings of the present

r::-fi
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study and the prior ones.

This research fails to support the hypothesis that amount of

health information is positively reLated to utirization of profes-

sional nedical services, thus failing to support the findings of

prior studies. A comparative study of rural and city population

in Manitoba will, perhaps, throw nore light on these findings.

As we have already indicated, our findings night have been the

result of the urban nature of the population. The way the

questions were framed and asked rnight have also elicited different

responses.

Secondly, Medicare is one of the programs which have been

designed to increase ability of people, especially the low incorne

group, to pay for and obtain medical care which they might not,

hitherto have been able to obtain. This program is likely to

change the way various groups of people seek and obtain health

care services in Manitoba. As a result the effect of Medicare

initiated in Manitoba just after the data for this study were

collected could be studied in future to see whether there would

be any changes in the way people seek health services.
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Attitudes Toward Doctors - Coefficient of Reproducibility .904
. _ _-_- Mi1ima]. l¿argín+! nep_roÈug-iþjJ-_LtJ .J3

D.istribution 9f S.cglg Itêm1: Agree
N%

1. Doctors and dentists bother
a person about paying their bills
more than any other business
people in town. 22 (7)

2. Most of the doctors nowadays
seem to order you around as if
you h/ere a little child. 34 (11)

3. I'm scared everytime I go to
see a doctor. 55 (18)

4. Doctors ask you to come back
for examinations when you really
don't need to. 59 (19)

5. The best kind of doctor is
one who is a friend of the
family and. knows all about you. .. 189 (62)

6. ff I could avoid it, Ird
just as soon stay away from the
doctor. 163 (53)

Eä.:L å"*S Types:

Disagree Undecided.
N%

262 (86) 2r (7)

2s7 (84) L4 (5)

248 (81) I (1)

234 (77) 12 (4)

104 (34) L2 (4)

133 (44) e (3)

t". :..

i:'.1".'.

,,t..lj i

i 
r.:.:

l-.r :

Ì.

luestion
\Iumber 1 2 3 4 5 6

ARSwer Agree Ðis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Scale
S-core:

6
5

4
3

2

I
0

x
x
x
x
X
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
X

X
x
x
x

x
X
x

x
x
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Marcrinals:
L

Exact Scale Types ...L49
Error Types ....156

oistribgli-ojn by scalg- Type '
6....
5....
4....
3....
2....
1....
0....

ç94ep:99 scale Pi"HåþÉiom
6 AND 5....
4 AND 3....
2, 1 AND 0....

Exact Scale TSzpes:

/la
=J. 

. .

61...

Disggre.e_
N%

26.
5.

1̂.

198
70
37

110.
31.
8.

J.

100
98
49
2L
I4
11
T2

ilïlilll"il_î'i:fi :iüffi äl"il-_Ì**::läiiiåLTi¿i*
Distribution of Scale .I_tgmF: âg-ree

N%
Undecíded

s (2)

4 (1)

e (3)

23 (8)

26 (e)

NZ

3. A man can
his job if he

be happy at
sets his mind

1. We are the sort of people
who belíeve in keeping going
even if \de don't feel welI....

2. I've had to work hard
for everything Irve qotten
in life.

246 (81) s4 (18)

23s (77) 66 (22)

17s (57) r2r (39)

171 (s6) 111 (36)

r23 (40) 1s6 (s1)

to it.

4. People seem to enjoy
life more when they worked
with theír hands instead
of a lot of machinery..

5. Hard work stil-] counts
for more than all of the new
ideas you can learn ín college

; r!riì-:
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_Exac.t ,S.*þ Typ_es:

[1f-gilars-'
Exact Scal-e Tlæes......140
Error Types . .165

lisl-::lþqFåon ¡v. å=alS r}zpe' n_"*t scal_g 5¡pes: Tor4
44... 92 ì

1

36.. . 77
18... 39
26... 44
L4. .. 32
3... . 2L0

co 1_1_?pj;.e d 9g?1" D-i_s tr_Lbuti on :

5 AND 4.

5.

^

2.

3 ÀND 2.
1 AND O.

80.
44.

l-69
83
53I7

l:.,:,1'.::r

i--ii

Question
Number I 2 3 /l 5

Answer Agree Ðis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Agree Dis-
Agree

Scal-e
Scolg:

5
4
3

2

I
0

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

:,.ii,ii,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA MEDTCAT,

CARE AND HEALTH PRACTICES STUDY

Code

Address

f,. . :.

l.': "'
l. :.

Date of Interview

Time of Interview¡

Interviewer

Began End

RECORD OF UNSUCCESSFUL CALLS

ir:'¡,:
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FTRST OF ALL, fID LTKE TO ASK YOU SOME

ONS ABOUT YOUR FAMTLY

1-. Who is the head of your family?

1 Father
2. 

-Mother
3 Other If "Other", what is the relatíonship?

2. Who are the members of the family Iíving here with you?

tndividual Relation to Head Sex Age

''HEAD''

,1

3. What ís your marital status?

I Married and living with wife (husband)
z--:-ìwife (husband) deceased
¡--_oivorced
¿]-]-teparated

4.

E

6.

5 Never Married (SKIP TO QUESTION 6)

Ho\,r many children do you have that are not livíng here with you?

I None
ZI--l¡umber of Children (WRITE NUMBER IN BLANK)

How many of the chil-dren that, are not living with you do
you see frequently (once a week or oftener) ?

1 None
2 Number chi]dren seen frequently (wnrfe NUMBER fN BLANK)

How long have you lived in Wínnípeg? (This district) ?

1 Less than one year
z---one to five years
t-l-tix to ten years
4 More than ten years
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(HAND RESP. CARD #1)

7. Do you feel that any ethnic group is predominant in your
neighborhood?

I Yes (f f Yes) Vthích one?

1 Jewish
2-T-rrench.i'-: : 3 Ukranían:.r ii l:-:ì::ì 4 Mennonite
s--lHutteriùe
e-l-rnaian' 7-G.r*rn

, s--:btÏter (vÉrat?)
i.r;l'.,:.1

.':'.:

l

,i

:-t;i

2No
8. Are you a member of an ethnic group?

l- Yes (If Yes) lVhich one?

1 Jewish

-

2 French
3-ukranian
4 Mennonite
5 Hutterite
b l-nd.ran
7_Gefmânr,.. 

1

I other (vftrat?)
2No

9. Horv many reLatives live close by? (OTHER THAN CHILDREN)

1 None
2, , - _SeveraL3_..'. .. A great many

10. How many relatives do, you see as often as. once a week?
(OTHTN THAN CHTLDREN)

1_ None
2 _ __Nurnber of relatives seen frequently (IlüRrTE NUMBER)

11. Do you visit frequently with neighbors?
1 _ Àlmost every day
2 Several times a week
¡-l-once a week
¿--t-i,ess than once a week

12. How many of your neighbors would you call realry close friends?
any close friends

2__ Some ctrose friends
3 A few close friends
¿---r¡o cLose friends

: .:_::jl
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13.Doyouoftenaskfriendsorretativesforadvicewhenyou
havã problems such as illness in the fanÉly?

someone is sick? (HAND RESPONÐENT CARD #2)

1 Children
z-ottrer relatives
3-Fríends
¿--x"ighbors
s--gusband (or wife)
6 No one

2No
i- 4. Ðo you have a regular family doctor?

2No
15. Have you changed famí1y d'octors in the last couple of years?

]-YeS(IfYes)vfhydidyouchange?(HANDRESP.CARD#3)
I 

--Wasn't 
doing anY good for us

z-- iharged too much
s las too old
4-nian' t keeP uP-to-date
slcrtanged to a sPecialist
6 eetter wiÈh the children
7--.:-mew doctor in town
g-:ittrer (vlhat?)

2 _ No (SKIP TO QUESTTON 17)

16. Are you more satisfied with your new doctor?

I Yes WhY?

2 No vlhY?

1.....i -- . :

f.,: '-'"

,tta, 
t*

]-7. Do you consider your doctor to be a personal friend' or is your i;j:1:

relationship prett'y businesslíke?

l- -E'rreno

,-"usinesslike lvour_d you like to keep it that way?

1 Yes T{hY?

| .... 4 .:.-.t.
j.:::rt:: : :j.:

2 No WhY?
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18. Do you feel ttrat your doctor treats you just about like he
treats everybody else?

l- Yes
z-\o vihy?

19. Are you livinq near your famíly doctor or cliníc?
'l __ _ Yes (Approximate distance [blocks] )

2No
20. lfhat are the 3 major reasons for your selecting this doctor as

your famíly d.octor? (HAND RESP. CARD #4; RANK ANSVIER)

1 Near place of work
z--edvice of friends ,

¡l--advice of relatives
4--: Advíce of, neighbors
S-Tselected by husband (or wife)
Ol - _mear place of residence
7 Belongs to my ethnic group
g---Needed a partícular specialist
9 Other, specify

NOr{ r'!D L]KE TO ASK SOME 9UESTTONS ABOUT
THE KINDS OF THINGS THAT YOUR F.A}ITLY DOES

ABOUT EVERYDAY HEAITH CARE.

2I. How long has it been since the members of your family had a
physícal check-up from a doctor?

22. Do you feel that physical check-ups are usually a waste of time
and. money?

I Yes Vltty?

V,l?ry?2 __No
23. How would you take care of a bad cold in your famÍly? - : l

(rnN¡ RESP. CARD #5; GET IST AND 2ND ACTTONS)

1 See the doctor immediately
ZT]Isee the doctor if a hackÍng cough developed 

an,¡r\(Con'd)

Tndividual l-3 mos. 4-12 mos. 1-2 vears over 2 vears
''HEAD''

iÌ:.r"..j
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23. 3_-_Care for the cold by keeping the person in bed
A___Keep the person in bed and use cold remedies you have

at home
5 _ See the druggist and ask him for a good cold remedy
6 Let the person carry on his daily work if he could
z---oon't worry about it sínce colds get better anlmay

24. What is the average number of times that your family members
do the followingr things?

::).: i.:.

25. can you tefl me some of the symptoms that a person has if he
has hearÈ disease? (CHECK CARD #6 FOR CoRRECT SYMPTOMS)

l- None
2--:-îumber of symptoms: correct
3 Number of symptoms insorrect

26. Have you read a magazine article or newspaper story in the last
three months that talked about any disease?

1 None (sxrp To SuESTroN #28) 3. _ Tvo or three articles
z---on" ¿- beveral articles

TTEM Daily
123

!üeek1y
r234s

Monthly
123

Yearly
I234

Brush
Teeth

Father
Mother
Children

Iake
i/itamins

Father
Mother
Children

Physícal
Check-Up

Father
Mother
Children

Dental
Sheck-Up

Father
Mother
Children

Fresh
Fruit in
Diet

Father
Mother
Children

Ixercise Father
Mother
Children
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Would you telI me somettring about the article (or one of the
articles ) ?

Unable to recall anything about the artícl_e
2 Had minimal information about the articl_e
3 Vfas articulate about the artic]e

28. vlhich of the following symptoms have members of your family
had in the last year?

istent skin
ashes or itching
f skÍn; breakÍng
t (1 wk. or more)

:.:.r.;..ç

l: ::

Symptoms i No. of

Disposition

istent pains
oints

r vision: for
stant or close
rk or readinq....
rsistent
adaches

ccidental injuries;
roken bones, head
r severe injuries,
cidental poison-

rte, shake bites...

istêñt'bácháchê. i;
Rupture", hernia,

of truss
vere shortness of

reath, after doing

d or per-
stent swelling

f ankles (2 wks.
more)

pro-
in

or
the

onged pains

(Con I d)
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Symptoms

Running earsi
watery, bloody

Repeated nose-
bleeds not due
to blow or
r_n-lurv.
Unable to chew
food; 'lsore
teetÏr" or teeth

Une>çlained l-oss
of wèight: per-
soas over 18,
10 öbs. or more
in last 6 mos.
(persons under
18, any unex-
lained loss)...

or unusual
discol-ored
atches on skin.

Persistent pain
in chest.
Repeated.
frequent

of

I No. of
I

or
bleed-

Disposition

Fainting spells;
stuttering,
stammering, ner-
vous breakdowns,
fits, convulsions
Persistent cough
(except cold ín

Coughing or
spittinq bIood...

n or running
s that d.o not

al; Ieg or foot
ulcers, others. . .

103

i.:1!::

(Con'd)



Symptoms No. of
Svm.

Disposition

No
Treat.

Home
Rem. Dr.

Non-
Dr.

Repeated
vomiting;
several days
or more

104

28.

29. Have any of your family members ever had any seríous íllness?
1' Yes (rf ves) lfhat was it?

Did this cause any permanent change ín
your lífe?
l- Yes (rf Yes) What changes

2No
2No

30. Do you carry Manitoba Medical Service HealÈh fnsurance?

I Yes (If Yes) Whích kind? H HC HCX

How long have you been a subscriber?

2 No (If No) Why not? (HAND RESP. CARD #7)

I Too expensive
2 Don't use it enough to make it pay
3-Don[-.t believe in it
4 Donrt know anything about it
5 Other What?

3I. Do you carry any other kind of health or medical insurance
besides the Provincial Hospital Plan or Manitoba Medical Service?
'ì .--__Yes (If Yes) rVhat?

ttow to
What are the approx. monthly premiums?

2No

32. Not including payments for hospital or medical insurance,
approximately what do your medical and dental expenses run
each year?

I $0-$24
z-$zs- $gg
s-$roo- $ r9e

i

i.r:i':i.':i:-

4 ç200-ç2e9
s--$goo-over

l:..jir::'.:;:
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33. Approxímately how much did your medical and/or hospital
insurance contribute towards your medical bi1ls in the last
year?

1 $o-ç242--s 2s-çss
¡-Jtoo-$lee
4---$ 200-$29s
5---'$3OO-over

34. Have you or members of your famiry visitêd a doctor ín the
last year?

1 Yes (If yes) How many visíts?
2No

35. Has a doctor made a professional call in your home in the
last year?

I Yes (If yes) How many visits?
2___ _'No (If No, Skip to Question 3g)

36. Have you contacted a doctor by telephone for advice in the
last year?

1 Yes (ïf yes) How often?
Once
2-3 times
More than 3 times

2 No (ff No, Skip to euestion 38)

3F1,. Did any of (these) call_s result in a visit to the docÈor or
by the doctor?

1_Ies (rf yes) How many?

2No

Never

-..iì. ;: ::. _1.:

i.'.-- -.:.

r: "ì, 
.

38. Have you or any menber of your family been a patient in a
hospital or nursing home?

1,. ._Yes (If yes) Ho\^/ many times? 1 Once
z-z-s times

2 No 
3 . More than 3 times

r': -. 
t_



Have any members of your
(CO¡E RESPONSES TN BOXES
4 = more than 3 times)

family had the
--1=No;2-
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following procedures?
Oncei 3=2 or3times;

?o

40.

4r.

42.

43.

How

1

If you were suddenly faced with a $300 medical expense, how
difficult would you find it to pay without help from medical
or hospitaf insurance?

Almost impossíble

Could pay immediately

i:.:.i
; t:ì.

I ..1

Can you tell me the
that afflict persons
]LLNESSES)

names of some of
in our society?

the most serious il-lnesses
(CHECK CARD #8 FOR CORRECT

(WRTTE NUMBER TN SPACE)

1
2

3

2 Once or twice a \^7eek
DaiIy
More than orte ne\^rspaper daily
Daily plus a weekly ne\^rspaper

How often do you read magazines or ottrer periodicals?
1 Not at all
2

3

4
5

Once a week

- -Only 
the religious magãzines

i 
- _ seldom

Several times a week

I spend most of my time
6
7

Ðaily

None
Nurnber of seríous illnesses
Number incorrect

often d.o you read the newspaper?

Not at alL

3

4
5

1..!

Procedure FATHER MOTHER CHILD CHILD CHTLD CHTLD

lolio Vaccination
IB X-Ray or Skin Test
lmall Pox Vaccinatíon
lves Checked
)PT Shots
leart Check-Up
lancer Check-Uo
)iabetes Check-Up

Itrs the \day
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44. Do any medbers of your family actively belong to any
voluntary organizations (clubs, associations, leagues,
cliques, political party¡ society?) (CODE SEX oF MEMBER-

1 = Fatheri 2 = Motheri 3 = Sonì 4 = Daughter; 5 = All)

45. Do you have the following in your home?

How much do you listen? Hrs. a week

TV Yes How much do you .watch? Hrs. a week
No

46. Does your famíly doctor belong to your ethnic group?

l. ---:Y."
3 Donrt know
+-i don't berong to any ethnic aroup

47. Does any member of your family speak a language other than English? i,t','r'-,,.

l__ _Yes (If Yes) Specify
2No

48. lVtrat is the church affilíation of your family? (COon DENOMINATION-
1=Protestant;2 = RomanCatholic; 3 = Jewish;4 = Hutterite;
5 = Mennonite; 6 = Otherì 7 = None)

Family Member Denomination
Code

Church
(Name or tvpe)

Radio __ _Yes
No

$ame of Organization
(Abbreviate if necessary

T\pe of Organization
(Social, recreational,
business, church,
ethnic)

Member

(A11)
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49. Have either you or your (spouse) taken any extension classes,
adult education èlasses, or other kinds of instruction since
you fínished your formal education?
1, _ Yes What kind?
2No

THE FOLLOWTNG STATEMENTS ARE THTNGS THAT ARE
OFTEN V]EIVED DTFFERENTLY BY ÐTFFERENT PEOPNE.
VIOULD YOU PLEASE GTVE ME YOUR TDEAS ABOUT THEM.

1. You can learn more by working at a job than by attending
any university.
I Agree 2 Disagree

2. Doctors and dentísts bother a person about paying their bil-l-s
more than any other business people in town.

I Agree 2 Dísagree 3 Und.ecided

3. Illness and trouble are ways that God has of showinq His
displeasure.
1, _Agree 2 Disagree

4. Tt seems like good health is getting more expensive all of
ttre time.
I ,_. Agree 2 _ Disagree

3 Undecided

3 Undecíded

3 Undecided

3 Und-ecided

i;'.
.: 'l

5. If you wait long enough you can get over most illnesses.
1 Agree 2 Dísagree 3 Und.ecided

6. Life on this earth isnrt as important as l-ife after death.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

7. TLre medical profession is about the highest calling a man
can have in this country.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

8. Doctors ask you to come back for examinations when you reatly
don't need to.
1 Agree 2 Disagree

9. Some of the old fashioned remedies are stíIf better than the
thíngs you get at the drugstore.

l. j.r
i ,. ::
i._:l.ìr.: r::: :l

1 Agree 2 Dísagree 3 Undecided
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10. Peopre really canrt do much about theír hearthi it's either
. good or bad. no matter what they do.

'l 
. . Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

11. rtrs a Iot better for the average person to put his money in
something safe, such as a bank or government bonds.
t .lntt' 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

12. f rm scared everytime f go to see a doctor.
I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

13- rrve had to work hard for everything r've gotten in life.
1 ..lgree 2 Disagree 3 Undecid.ed

l-4. Personar health is largely a matter of a peïson's choice and
strong will power.

1 Agree 2 Disagree

15. The trouble with goinq ínto business is that yourre very
likely to lose whatever you've saved over the years.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

16. rf T could avoid it, r'd just as soon stay away from doctors.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

17. l¡lhen one's time is up, there's nothing that he can do about it.
1______-______.4gree 2_ Disagree 3 Undecided

18. God isn't very concerned over just one síck person.
1 ,_ Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

19. Once you've had heart dísease your days are numbered.
'l _ _.__Agree 2_ Disagree 3 Undecided

20. All that hospitals care about is your money.

L _ .. -Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecíded

2r- Most people would. not visít a doctor if they didn't have
hea]th insurance.
'l _ _ Agree 2 Disagree

22. Doctors donrt really care how much it's going to cost when
they give you a prescription.

3 Undecided

3 Undecided

I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided
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23. rt's pretty far-fetched for us to believe that vre can really
lick diseases like cancer and heart trouble.
1_ - Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

24. The average indivídual will- find it too e>qpensive to go to the
hospital if he didn't have the Manitoba Hospítal Services plan.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

25- Poor people seem to get poorer and have less as time goes on.
I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided.

26. Flourídation of water seems Iíke a pretty dangerous thing to do.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

27. Most of t]-e things that d.octors tell you to do really don't
have much to do wíth getting we1I.
l, ,_ _ ._Agree 2 Disagree 3 Und.ecided

28. Hard work still counts for more than all of the new ideas you
can learn in college.
I _Agree 2_Disagree

29. Persons with health ínsurance visit a doctor more often than
those without insurance.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

30. My outlook towards life is definitel-y different from most of
my friends.
1 Agree 2_ Disagree

31. Peopre seemed to enjoy life more when they worked with their
hands instead of a lot of machinery.
I Agree 2_ Disagree 3 Undecdlded.

32. rtrs a good thing that most people get well anlzway or doctors
woul-d be out, of business.
'l , _ _Agree 2_ Disagree 3 Undecided

33. rt is very diffícult for me to adjust to peopre with backgrounds

3 Undecided

3 Undecided

3 ündecided

different from míne.

1 - Agree 2 Disagree

34. God e>çects a man to work hard in this life.

t:: l;::: i'. i.;

,i . t:.i.

l

1 __ Agree 2_ Disagree 3 Undecid.ed
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35. Quitting work and retiring is a sure way to shorten your life.
'ì Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

36. The best kínd of doctor is one who is a friend of the family
and knows all about you.

I Agree 2 Ðisagree 3 Undecided

37. A man can be happy at any job if he sets his mind to it.
1 Agree 2_Dísagree 3 Undecided.

38. T do things because of what my family thinks.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

39. Ttre doctor's office doesn't seem to be the same comfortable
place to go ttrat it used Èo be.

I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

40. Borrowing money for almost any reason never seems to pay off.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

4L. I do not have many friends outside of my neighborhood.

I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

42. Most of ttre politicians and businessmen rea1ly donrt care
what happens to the lÍttle guy.

I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

43. Immigrants are forced to accept Canadian society.
I _ Agree 2_ Disagree 3 Undecíded

44. Most of the doctors nowadays seem to order you around as if
you \^rere a little child.
1 Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

45. Most of the new government programs dealing with poverty
really donrt help anybody very much.

I Agree 2__ Disagree 3 Undecided

46. Some of the customs of the old country are better.
I 

- Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

47, f never need to take all the medicine the doctor prescribes.
1 _ Agree 2_Disagree 3 Undecided

48. People from ethnÍc groups are looked down upon by others in
üIinnipeg.

.:::l : :.i 1::1,
1__ Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided
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49. The doctor tells you to take time off from your job if you
are sick even though he knows you can't afford to.
I Agree 2 Disagree 3 Undecided

THE FOLLOVTING QUESTIONS ARE ABOUT VüHAT SORT OF
PEOPLE YOU ARE. HERE IS THE FTRST oN...

1. VrIe are the sorÈ of people who.. .

Yes No

_ don't stay in bed just because the
doctor tetls us to.

_ feel that the doctor knows what is

i:r:',,.t¡,
talk things over witfi friends and r::i.::.

relatives before we decÍde important things. :.j. :

i.l."t;belíeve in keeping going even if we donrt
feel well.

stíck to the solid, old-fashioned way
of life.

donrt depend on doctors for every little
illness.

believe that God takes care of ttrose who
believe in Him.

believe in having health insurance to
pay parÈ of our medical costs.

best for us.

believe that Ministers and doctors are
"called" to their professions by some
special power.

donrt creat a disturbance in the
community because things aren't
handled right.

just want to be let alone by our
neighbors.

wouldnrt like Èo live in the city
where you dontt know anyone.

.':| :'

i



1. lVe are the sort of

Yes

people who...

2
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by all adult members of

12 CollegeI234
12 CollegeL234
12 CollegeI234
12 Co11egeI234
L2 Collegel-234

No

take care of oursel-ves in times
trouble.

are good. friends with our doctor and
dentíst.

bel-ieve that a college education is
necessary to get very far in the world.

would rather pay big doctor biIls
than take a chance on getting
seriously ill.

are really concerned tl.at we have all
of the right things in our diet.

believe that this world is truly ful1
of troubles and that the next one will
be better.

believe that the average individual
doesnrt have much to say about what
will happen to him.

of

1. Ithat is the last year of school attended
your family presently living at home?

Head of Familyz I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 tO 11
Spouse........: 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 B 9 10 tl
Grown Childrenz I 2 3 4 S 6 7 g 9 10 1I
Grown Childrenz L 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 IO 11
Grown Chíldrenz I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 tI

ij"aÌ..

w?rat was ttre fanuily income last year (Adjust Gross rncome) ?

I below $3500 4
5

and $6000 6

between $6o00 ana
$3500 ro $5ooo between $7000 and2

$7000
slo, o0o

THE FOLLOWING QUESTTONS ARE DESIGNED TO HÈLPG
CLASSTFY TNDÏVTDUALS TN THE STUDY IN VARIOUS
VIAYS. YOU }IILL NOTE TTTAT YOUR NAME DOES NOT
AppEAR $-rffisFuDy ffiãr,il-rffiTxuo***oll
THAT YOU GTVE US W]LL NOT BE AVAILABLE TO ANY-
ONE FOR ANY REASON. TT IS VERY TMPORTANT THAT
THE TNFoRMATToN you erve usE-effi¡.-
oTHERTdISE THE ERRORS ÏN oUR oaTffiTsND To
LEAD TO TNCORRECT CONCLUSIONS. PLEASE HELP US
BY GIVTNG AS ACCURÀTE INFORMATTON AS YOU CAN.

2.

between $5000 over $10,000
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3. lfhat was the principle occupation of the family head during
this last year?

If other members of the
jobs, what were they?

family had permanent or sern-i-permanentA,

5. Do

I

you own land

Yes

or real estate?

How much? (Val_ue approx. )

6.

7.

6

How long

I
2
3

4
5

lVould you call

I Yes

No

have you lived at
less than one year
_one to two years
three to four years
five to seven years
.eíght to ten years
-more than ten years

(If No,
go to Question 10)

estimate the value of

your present address?

(IF rN VíTNNIPEG SKIP TO QUESTION 10.
QUESTIONS 7, 8 and 9 ARE TO BE USED
ONLY OUTSTDE VûINNTPEG)

yourself a farmer?

(If Yes) Vllrat portion of your income derives
from farming?

o-242 50-749-.
25-49,.. 75-100%

1
2

3
4

No

q

8. lfhat do you your farm to be? (Approx. )

Does

I
the farm

Yes

have a
(If Yes)

mortgage?

Approximately what is the size of the
mortgage?

No

10. Are any members of your family now following doctorrs orderfor any reason?

Yes (rf Yes) What kínd of orders?
1 take medicine regularly
2 diet
3 canrt work too hard (no violent

exercise )

4 -quit or cut down smoking
5 take vitamins
6 regular hours (enough sleep)
7 other-what?

No (If No, go to Question #12)
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11. Please e>çlain briefly what you must do under doctorrs orders.

12. Being just as objective about yourself as you can, how
closely do you foll_ow the doctor's orders?
l__hardly at a1l
2 only part of the time
3_Jairly well
4 most of the time
5_ I foIlow orders "to the letter"

13. rf someone else ín your family must follow doctor's orders,
do you see to it that it gets done?

f__t ardly at all
2 only part of the time
3 fairly well
¿--most of the time
s^--r see to it that they follow orders "to the letter,,

L4. lfould you te1l me very briefry what there is about your
doctor and dentist Èhat you particurarly like or disrike?

WELL, THAT'S ÀtL OF THE OUeSrr-óñs. THANK -yol
VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TTME. THE ANSWERS YOU HAVE
GIVEN ME VüTLL HELP VERY MUCH TN UNDERSTANDTNG
SOME OF THE TDEAS PEOPLE HAVE ABOUT HEALTH AND
THE KINDS OF HEALTH PRACTTCES THEY USE. VIE
RE:ALLY APPRECTATE YOUR HELP.




